Is God replacing the SDA Church with
the NJK Project as His end-time
Remnant Church?
Posted by: Mountain Man
Is God replacing the SDA Church with the
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/15/11 11:04 AM
NJK, elsewhere you said Jesus is replacing the SDA Church with NJK Project
as His Remnant Church. Is this correct?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/16/11 10:23 AM
Indeed....both the fact that I have said so, and also that I believe this to be the
present Biblical reality. That is what I understand to be the fulfillement of the
distinct Church Triumphant (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/church-triumphant.html)
entity/organization. God’s True Church/People is wherever His Truth are wholly
and fully upheld! The SDA Church, by persisting in its unbiblical practices is
self-limiting and self-excluding itself.
Posted by: Mountain Man
Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/16/11 12:42
PM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
It sounds like you believe the NJK Project is in the process
of replacing the SDA Church as God's Remnant Church.
That is indeed what I meant and believe.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
If so, what do you make of the following statements: {TM
15.1 & TM 49.1 quoted}
These are the common statements made to defend a belief that the
SDA Church’s status as God’s Remnant Church is unimpeachable
and thus irrevocable, however there are several reasons why it is
easily seen that this is not what these statements are intended to
mean.
-As the Jer 18 principle shows, God can ‘change His mind’ if
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circumstances change and thus, as with Ancient Israel postpone and
transfer promises made to a people to another group that He raises
up to replace them.
-EGW herself said that this was not so (e.g. LDE 59-62)
-God cannot “forgive” when and where there is, especially no
contrition for sin and wayward ways. The only option then is
judgement.
-The Remnant Church of God is not limited to ‘a Formal Organization
and its various physical Institutions’. God Church is wherever His truth
is upheld, preached and practised. As seen in Ezek 11:23 God’s
presence completed it removal from that typological rebellious Judah
just prior to the execution of its “Shaking” judgement. This
development was tangibly seen in Christ taking His disciples to that
same Mount of Olives to tell them, for the first time of the sure coming
utter destruction of Jerusalem (Matt 23:37-24:3ff).
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
She says evils will exist in the Church "until the end of the
world".
It very may in the SDA Church however God is not required to remain
associated with it, especially if it becomes pervasively entrenched tot
he point where His Will, Principles and Law(s) cannot be corporately,
nor, by reason of having no corporate support, also individually,
upheld as they fully should be.
I see this statement of EGW meaning that ‘there will always be a
manifestation of evil in the Church to deal with”, as it was the case in
Israel, however a Church is actually suppose to deal and work to
eradicate those risen evils, and not, as done today permit and
facilitate them.
Posted by: Mountain Man
Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/16/11 12:45
PM

As you can read (see post above), NJK believes God is replacing the SDA
Church with the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church to finish
proclaiming the Gospel. Is NJK right? Or, should we defend the SDA Church
against his claims?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/16/11 12:50

PM

As the quoted post has been moved to this thread, I have removed the quote of
that post and the link to that post from this post. - Daryl Fawcett, Administrator.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/16/11 01:49
PM

I find your view disturbing, unsettling.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the NJK Posted by: Daryl F
Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/16/11 05:53 PM
This goes contrary to the writings of EGW, who clearly states in her writings that
there will NOT be any new organization that will replace the SDA church.
When I have more time, I will quote and reference where she states this fact.
Originally Posted By: NJK Project
Indeed....both the fact that I have said so, and also that I believe this
to be the present Biblical reality. That is what I understand to be the
fulfillement of the distinct Church Triumphant (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/church-triumphant.html)
entity/organization. God’s True Church/People is wherever His Truth
are wholly and fully upheld! The SDA Church, by persisting in its
unbiblical practices is self-limiting and self-excluding itself.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the NJK Posted by: Daryl F
Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/16/11 05:59 PM
I posted the following in the other thread and am now reposting it here to say
that this goes contrary to the writings of EGW, who clearly states in her writings
that there will NOT be any new organization that will replace the SDA church.
When I have more time, I will quote and reference where she states this fact.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
NJK, elsewhere you said Jesus is replacing the
SDA Church with NJK Project as His Remnant
Church. Is this correct?
Indeed....both the fact that I have said so, and also that I
believe this to be the present Biblical reality. That is what I
understand to be the fulfillement of the distinct Church
Triumphant (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/churchtriumphant.html) entity/organization. God’s True
Church/People is wherever His Truth are wholly and fully
upheld! The SDA Church, by persisting in its unbiblical
practices is self-limiting and self-excluding itself.
Link (Link: http://www.maritime-sdaonline.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?
ubb=showflat&Number=135145#Post135145)

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Green Cochoa
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 12:22
AM

Is this perchance the statement you had in mind? I'm sure there are others. This
one came to my mind.
Originally Posted By: Ellen White
Satan will work his miracles to deceive; he will set up his power as
supreme. The church may appear as about to fall, but it does not fall.
It remains, while the sinners in Zion will be sifted out--the chaff
separated from the precious wheat. This is a terrible ordeal, but
nevertheless it must take place. None but those who have been
overcoming by the blood of the Lamb and the word of their testimony
will be found with the loyal and true, without spot or stain of sin,
without guile in their mouths. We must be divested of our selfrighteousness and arrayed in the righteousness of Christ. {2SM
380.2}

Blessings,
Green Cochoa.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 06:07 AM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
I find your view disturbing, unsettling.

What you ‘think/feel’ actually does not prove anything. So you’ll have to
Biblically substantiate your view. Understanding the Greater Work that will be
done would “cheer you up”! What motivates and heartens me (cf. Heb 12:2b;
Isa 53:11a) is seeing the many more people that can be reached and tangibly,
vitally aided a truly, wholly dedicated Church/Institutional Organization rather
than the present self-serving one. As Jesus faced opposition for the same
“institutional smugness” and “social justice despising” reason, then anyone truly
following His Gospel ways will naturally have the same cross to bear. (Mark
8:34-38)
And it is not my fault that this new organization is the needful case (PK 139.3142). It indeed is just the concrete, transpired Present Truth. I am just calling it
like it is, and how it Biblically deserves to be dealt with. = LDE 59-62 (cf. here
(Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/unrolling-ofscroll.html#oathmaking)). God is not e.g., a Baby-killing, Selfish & Self-Serving,
Greedy, Coveting, Racist, Capitalist, among many other things (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/seventh-day-adventists-believe.html) as
the SDA Church tangibly portray and testify to the world of Him, nor will He
accept to be presented/proclaimed as such. Just read your OT & Gospels and
you’ll see. What is your, and Daryl’s understanding on those SOP statements?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 06:10 AM
Originally Posted By: Daryl F
This goes contrary to the writings of EGW, who clearly states in her
writings that there will NOT be any new organization that will replace
the SDA church.
When I have more time, I will quote and reference where she states
this fact.

From what I have read in the SOP on this topic (see e.g., LDE (Ch. 4) pp. 43-5162, I don’t see so.
I have addressed a commonly quoted SOP statement on this (1SM 179 (1890)

= {LDE 51.1}) in a ”Shaking” Post (#130292) (Link: http://www.maritime-sdaonline.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?
ubb=showflat&Number=130292#Post130292). Apparently this is what you have
in mind here.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the NJK Posted by: Daryl F
Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 08:53 AM
As I don't want this aspect of this to be discussed in two threads at the same
time, I have moved posts from the other thread into this new thread.
The oldest post will become the new OP of this thread.
I am going to leave the other thread closed until everybody is posting about this
in this thread.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 11:42 AM
Let’s Biblically/Exegetically parse/analyse the following SOP quote (2SM 380.2)
cited by Green Cochoa in Post #135204 (first the full quote):
Originally Posted By: SOP 2SM 380.2
Satan will work his miracles to deceive; he will set up his power as
supreme. The church may appear as about to fall, but it does not fall.
It remains, while the sinners in Zion will be sifted out--the chaff
separated from the precious wheat. This is a terrible ordeal, but
nevertheless it must take place. None but those who have been
overcoming by the blood of the Lamb and the word of their testimony
will be found with the loyal and true, without spot or stain of sin,
without guile in their mouths. We must be divested of our selfrighteousness and arrayed in the righteousness of Christ.

Originally Posted By: SOP 2SM 380.2a
Satan will work his miracles to deceive;

This statement recalls EGW warning given to SDA that Satan will work in a
special way to deceive especially SDA’s. =An ecclesiastical (i.e., SDA)
application of Rev 13:13-17. This was discussed in this post (#134529) (Link:
http://www.maritime-sda-online.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?
ubb=showflat&Number=134529#Post134529). Quoted in full here (with some
edits):

Originally Posted By: NJK Project Post #134529
In my studies, I came across this SOP quote which adds another
dimension to this Angel of Light Deception of Satan. It is a key snare
as it is one that would most readily ensnare SDA’s:
Originally Posted By: SOP ST, April 12, 1883 par. 1-3ff
The holy Scriptures inform us that, in the last days, Satan
will work with power, and signs, and lying wonders, and
with all deceivableness of unrighteousness. To those who
do not love the truth he even appears as an angel of light.
These words are fulfilled in the deceptions and false
teachings of the present time. Spiritualists make the path to
hell most attractive. Spirits of darkness are clothed by these
deceptive teachers in pure robes of Heaven, and they have
power to deceive those not fortified with Bible truth. {ST,
April 12, 1883 par. 1}
Vain philosophy is employed in representing the path to
hell as a path of safety. With the imagination highly
wrought, and voices musically tuned, they picture the broad
road as one of happiness and glory. Ambition holds before
deluded souls, as Satan presented to Eve, a freedom and
bliss for them to enjoy which they never conceived was
possible. Men are praised who have traveled the broad path
to hell, and after they die are exalted to the highest
positions in the eternal world. Satan, clothed in robes of
brightness, appearing like an exalted angel, tempted the
world's Redeemer without success. But as he comes to
man robed as an angel of light he has better success. He
covers his hideous purposes, and succeeds too well in
deluding the unwary who are not firmly anchored upon
eternal truth. {ST, April 12, 1883 par. 2}
Riches, power, genius, eloquence, pride, perverted reason,
and passion, are enlisted as Satan's agents in doing his
work in making the broad road attractive, strewing it with
tempting flowers. ...

Given that SDA’s understand (a) the manner of Christ Return and (b)
the State of the Dead, then they most likely will not be deceived by (a)
Satan appearing as Christ (e.g, walking about in Jerusalem and
performing miracles) without effectuating this Glorious Second
coming nor (b) appearing as deceased loved ones (ST, April 12, 1883

par. 7&8) who are, moreover, teaching that the Sabbath has been
changed to Sunday, and that even merely through the “mediation” of
“Spiritualists”, they will not be deceived by these snares. However it
is this ‘making of the “path to hell most attractive” and “a path of
safety”’ through the ‘vain philosophies, deceptions and false
teachings of the present time that have “have power to deceive those
not fortified with Bible truth”’ that is indeed most successful among
even SDA Christians. Preying on desires of happiness, glory,
ambition, freedom and bliss and through “riches, power, genius,
eloquence, pride, perverted reason, and passion” Satan indeed is
‘successful in covering his hideous purposes, and does succeed too
well in deluding the unwary who are not firmly anchored upon eternal
truth.’
It is most significant to me that EGW included in 1SP (=EW 133ff),
just after such a discussion in a chapter on Spiritualism, where ‘it
seemed that the whole world was on board’ (EW 263.1ff), and just
before a chapter on “The Shaking (EW 269ff), a warning chapter on
the sin of ‘Covetousness’ (EW 266-269). Indeed Satan’s plan in this
is to: ‘lay snares especially for those who were looking for Christ's
second appearing and keeping all the commandments of God.’ It is
actually his choice plan vs. ‘increasing his power and lying wonders’
as this would better serve to hold SDA Churches in their sleep and
not rouse them to work against him by recognizing clear signs of his
workings. And so he has given the instruction to: ‘Go, make the
possessors of lands and money drunk with cares. For if his agents
can make them place their affections upon these things, they shall
have them yet.’ (EW 266.1)
Indeed all of these counsels have been fulfilled upon the SDA Church
in the individual and corporate reverence that they pay to Capitalism.
(Cf. this post (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-ofgods-people-part-2-ezekiel-9.html)). As patently seen throughout this
topically dedicated thread (Link: http://www.maritime-sdaonline.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=73537),
speaking against Capitalism for the more Biblical socio-economic will
and laws of God is considered as an “anathema”. And so the SDA
Church is marching lockstep with the world in obey the dictates of
‘making money’ vs. seeking to do God’s Sabbatical will.
This attitude and development, also realized upon SDA’s fullfills the
most crucial ensnaring precursor for the full fulfillment of Rev 13:1317. But of course, SDA’s are only to look for a “Letter of the Law”
fulfillment of the Mark of the Beast (= Sunday Sacredness Law)! The
Mark of the Beast is, fully, actually anything that opposes God’s full
Sabbath as Divinely expounded upon in Isa 58, and thus includes this
violation of the Bible’s Sabbatical socio-economic laws and
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principles.

Of course Satan’s end goal is thwart the mandated Gospel work that the Church
has to do, which is tri-fold: show sinners the way to Salvation, restore God’s
Truth, and break every, contra-Sabbatical, enslaving yoke, both Spiritual and
Temporal (Isa 58:6, 7). These aspects are respectively covered by the final
warning messages of God’s Three Angels. (Rev 14:6-12)
Originally Posted By: SOP 2SM 380.2b
he will set up his power as supreme.

As I see it, this power, directly derived from that snare of “Covetousness” is the
espousing of various pervasive Capitalistic methods to (attempt to) conduct
God’s Work and fulfill Christ’s mandate. That is e.g., seen in our Hospitals
being merely big businesses and performing abortions also ultimately for
economic reasons; our College and Universities not training (professional)
missionaries but merely workers for Capitalists; no systemic support for
missionary work; an individualistic competitive approach to Biblical Research
result in great deficiencies in the end product; etc. (See more here (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/seventh-day-adventists-believe.html))
Originally Posted By: SOP 2SM 380.2c
The church may appear as about to fall, but it does not fall.

Here is where most people get tripped up. The assume that the “church” here
means the present physical buildings where the professed people of God meet.
The first century Jews made this same mistake with their temple and
Jerusalem. (Cf. Matt 23:37-24:3). The truth is, as repeatedly seen in the Bible,
God is not limited to physical buildings. To sift sinners out of the Church it will
tangibly require to revoke their membership and bar them from attending a
Church. That is not going to happen, especially if the vast majority of the Church
continues to be deceived by the many tentacles of this Covetousness Snare.
The only other option, when indeed simply preaching fails is to move ahead with
God in faith that He will not let His Truth die away as Satan wants and is
succeeding in doing by having deceived the Church to espouse Capitalism.
Originally Posted By: SOP 2SM 380.2d
It remains, while the sinners in Zion will be sifted out

Again, God Church is wherever His Truth is practised and not limited by
buildings that men have built in His name. (Cf. DA 627.1-2).
Originally Posted By: SOP 2SM 380.2e
--the chaff separated from the precious wheat.

The Third Mighty Sealing Angel is to do this work. See full exposition here (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html).
Originally Posted By: SOP 2SM 380.2f
This is a terrible ordeal, but nevertheless it must take place.

Indeed it is... it must... and it surely is, indeed has long started. Those who truly
want to fulfill Christ’s Commission (Matt 25:31-46) will understand this truth and
fact.
Originally Posted By: SOP 2SM 380.2g
None but those who have been overcoming by the blood of the Lamb
and the word of their testimony will be found with the loyal and true,
without spot or stain of sin, without guile in their mouths.

Sins of omission, i.e., ‘knowing to do something and not doing it’, such as: not
doing all that is actually easily feasible to end the senseless deaths in the
world, and that, for the sake of being loyal and obedient to Capitalism, is not
only a sin, but it is a CAPITAL SIN, i.e., surely an ETERNAL LIFE-BARRING SIN
(Matt 25:45, 46) (indeed as all persisted sins are). There will surely be
“gnashing of teeth” then.
Originally Posted By: SOP 2SM 380.2h
We must be divested of our self-righteousness and arrayed in the
righteousness of Christ.

That statement is clear in itself and indeed only “putting on” the ‘right acts of
Christ’ (see this post (#134936) (Link: http://www.maritime-sdaonline.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?
ubb=showflat&Number=134936#Post134936)) as seen in His Full Gospel work

will save us.
So the mere/surface/shallow, but quite popular claim that ‘God cannot work
outside of the present buildings of the SDA Church’ is completely unbiblical.
God is where His will is actually done and this transition will be clearly seen
when this Shaking (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/shaking-in-itbiblical-context.html) is completely. See the prophetic/typological (Ezek 8 (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people.html) & 9 (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2-ezekiel9.html)) Shaking “Glory (=Throne) of God” (Ezek 1:1ff; 1:28; 3:23 (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/01/four-living-creatures-throughoutbible.html)) transition in Ezek 8:4-9:3-11:23 (= Mount of Olives where Jesus
spoke Matt 24-25 (cf. DA 627-636)).
--My recommendation, as it worked for me, seek, as God/Christ fully expects, to
help everyone in need, ignoring that spurious Capitalist beckonings and
“callings” to keep worshipping it, and you’ll discover God Full Truth and all that it
entails.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 01:12
PM

The Laodicean Church is the last church mentioned in the Revelation. It is the
translation church, that is, the church that will finish proclaiming the 3AMs and
will be translated alive when Jesus arrives. The SDA Church is the Laodicean
Church. A shaking will occur and those who remain will possess the gold,
eyesalve, and white raiment. Nowhere in prophecy does it say the SDA church
will be replaced by another.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the NJK Posted by: Daryl F
Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 01:29 PM
Originally Posted By: Maranatha - July 14 - Page 203
We cannot now step off the foundation that God has established. We
cannot now enter into any new organization; for this would mean
apostasy from the truth. {Mar 203.5}
The above quote states there will not be any new organization for SDAs or
anybody to join. As presently imperfect as it may be, the SDA church is the last
organization that will take us to the 2nd Coming. We are not talking about
buildings here, but an organization, and the SDA denomination is that
organization, that last organization.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 02:14 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
The Laodicean Church is the last church mentioned in the Revelation.
It is the translation church, that is, the church that will finish
proclaiming the 3AMs and will be translated alive when Jesus arrives.
The SDA Church is the Laodicean Church. A shaking will occur and
those who remain will possess the gold, eyesalve, and white raiment.
Nowhere in prophecy does it say the SDA church will be replaced by
another.

The Church Triumphant is actually God’s Last Church. Laodicea is the last of
God’s Church Militants. The Church Triumphant will bring together all of the
triumphing elements from each of those 7 (eschatologically, “types of”)
Churches.
The ongoing Shaking of the Laodicean Church is in its final stages. Unless
people learn what the dividing truths are they just be “Shaking” out and the more
who are so deceived the less perceptible this will be as they’ll just remain in
their pew while God’s glory would have already, now fully moved elsewhere.
If you can find the name SDA in the Greater Light of Bible Prophecy, then you’ll
have proven your point. The current organization of the Remnant Church as the
SDA Church is not irrevocable before God.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 02:47 PM
Originally Posted By: Daryl F
Originally Posted By: SOP Maranatha - July 14 - Page
203
We cannot now step off the foundation that God has
established. We cannot now enter into any new
organization; for this would mean apostasy from the truth.
{Mar 203.5}
The above quote states there will not be any new organization for
SDAs or anybody to join. As presently imperfect as it may be, the
SDA church is the last organization that will take us to the 2nd
Coming. We are not talking about buildings here, but an organization,
and the SDA denomination is that organization, that last organization.

Obviously you glossed over the nuance of the “qualifying” word “now”; and
apparently also the “need” one in 1SM 179. “Not now” and “no need” does not
mean “never”. If that’s is what EGW meant from what she had been shown, she
would have clearly said so. But as seen in LDE 59-62 she saw/knew much
better than that. Those “now” were said in the synonymous sense that ‘there
then was not a need to do this.
In fact I see EGW’s quasi pleading not now, to be in the light of the fact that she
knew this could be done, if/when valid. Indeed as she would have instead said:
“I was shown that there is never, nor never will be...” She probably felt in 1905
that such a drastic measure was not really needed then. But now it surely is as
the Gospel hampering Capital Sin has found its way in every corner of the
Church. From what I see and believe was her pivotal 1908 Whirlwind
Judgement vision (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/01/gods-whirlwindjudgement-on-sda-church.html) where she says that there was not an SDA
member left after it was over, I not only see this radical replacement occurring
but, like with the Spiritual element of the name Israel, those who truly will be
Seventh-day Adventist then, will be the one’s are actually truly doing what this
name implies and that is ‘giving a most vivid and incontrovertible living
testimony to all nations of God’s Sabbatical Rest and His Glorious Kingdom’.
And then the end will come. (Matt 24:14). Mere professions while opposing
God’s Kingdom in actions, as systematically done by the SDA Church, will, as
the Bible and SOP reveals, never, ever be honoured by God. God has all the
time in the universe as He is in sovereign control of this world. E.g, He can even
cause the missiles of an all-out nuclear holocaust war to malfunction and
disintegrate on flight in space. No one and nothing will prevent God from fully
accomplishing His planned will on this Earth as He wants it to be done before
His return. We are the ones who have to fully come in line with that Truth.
Originally Posted By: SOP MS. 129, 1905
The Lord has declared that the history of the past shall be
rehearsed as we enter upon the closing work. Every truth that He
has given for these last days is to be proclaimed to the world. Every
pillar that He has established is to be strengthened. We cannot now
step off the foundation that God has established. We cannot now
enter into any new organization; for this would mean apostasy from
the truth.

When one cannot either proclaim God’s actual Truth and strengthened His
Temple’s pillar in an organization, then there exists the need to establish
another one so that this can be done. As shown here (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/furhtering-fundamentals.html) what is

actually truth in the SDA Church will be carried forward in the NJK Project and
what actually is not, however popular will be left behind so that God’s Light and
Glory can fully Shine Forth through this new organization. (= Isa 60).
God’s back is never against any wall and He foreplanned this Laodicean
supplanting Church Triumphant from the very beginning. Since He knew he
would test and deal with His New Israel in the same way as He did with the Old
Israel, then He surely knew what to plan for and most likely expect to see
unravel. It should not have been the case, but it just has come to be so.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 04:24
PM

After NJK Project fails, then what? How many times will God's appointed,
ordained organizations fail before Jesus returns?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the NJK Posted by: Daryl F
Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 05:01 PM
How then do you respond to the following quote by EGW?
Originally Posted By: Last Day Events
I am instructed to say to Seventh-day Adventists the world over,
God has called us as a people to be a peculiar treasure unto Himself.
He has appointed that His church on earth shall stand perfectly
united in the Spirit and counsel of the Lord of hosts to the end of
time.--2SM 397 (1908). {LDE 55.3}
It is very clear to me that the SDA Church shall stand to the end of time as
God's appointed church.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/17/11 09:42
PM

Equally as clear are the following passages:
Quote:

I testify to my brethren and sisters that the church of Christ, enfeebled
and defective as it may be, is the only object on earth on which He
bestows His supreme regard. While He extends to all the world His
invitation to come to Him and be saved, He commissions His angels
to render divine help to every soul that cometh to Him in repentance
and contrition, and He comes personally by His Holy Spirit into the
midst of His church. "If Thou, Lord, shouldest mark iniquities, O Lord,
who shall stand? But there is forgiveness with Thee, that Thou
mayest be feared. I wait for the Lord, my soul doth wait, and in His
word do I hope. My soul waiteth for the Lord more than they that
watch for the morning. . . . Let Israel hope in the Lord: for with the
Lord there is mercy, and with Him is plenteous redemption. And He
shall redeem Israel from all his iniquities." {TM 15.1}
Although there are evils existing in the church, and will be until the
end of the world, the church in these last days is to be the light of the
world that is polluted and demoralized by sin. The church, enfeebled
and defective, needing to be reproved, warned, and counseled, is the
only object upon earth upon which Christ bestows His supreme
regard. The world is a workshop in which, through the cooperation of
human and divine agencies, Jesus is making experiments by His
grace and divine mercy upon human hearts. Angels are amazed as
they behold the transformation of character brought about in those
who yield themselves to God, and they express their joy in songs of
rapturous praise to God and to the Lamb. They see those who are by
nature the children of wrath, converted and becoming laborers
together with Christ in drawing souls to God. They see those who
were in darkness becoming lights to shine amid the moral night of
this wicked and perverse generation. They see them becoming
prepared by a Christlike experience to suffer with their Lord, and
afterward to be partakers with Him in His glory in heaven above. {TM
49.1}
Nevertheless, NJK believes these types of quotes must be interpreted to mean
Jesus will, if necessary, replace the SDA Church with another organization to
finish proclaiming the Gospel. He is convinced his NJK Project is replacing the
SDA Church.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 12:57 AM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
After NJK Project fails, then what? How many times will God's
appointed, ordained organizations fail before Jesus returns?

Whose fault is it if an organization that God has established fails....It is always
the professed People’s fault and to even think or insinuate otherwise is outright
blasphemy. If you don’t want to accept my: “as many times at it comes to fail”
answer then:
Originally Posted By: SOP LDE 59.1-2
The Lord Jesus will always have a chosen people to serve Him.
When the Jewish people rejected Christ, the Prince of life, He took
from them the kingdom of God and gave it unto the Gentiles. God will
continue to work on this principle with every branch of His work. {LDE
59.1}
When a church proves unfaithful to the word of the Lord, whatever
their position may be, however high and sacred their calling, the Lord
can no longer work with them. Others are then chosen to bear
important responsibilities. But, if these in turn do not purify their lives
from every wrong action, if they do not establish pure and holy
principles in all their borders, then the Lord will grievously afflict and
humble them and, unless they repent, will remove them from their
place and make them a reproach.--14MR 102 (1903). {LDE 59.2}

And I rather word this issue as: “if” and not : ‘when’ (= your “after”) because (a) I
do not believe that it will fail and indeed see it as the ultimate Gospel and Living
testimony (= Mal 4:6), a level that the SDA Church has failed to reach and really
do not care to reach, preferring their worldly conforming ways and (b) I know
better than to think that God would have His hands tied, or His back to the wall.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 01:11 AM
Originally Posted By: Daryl F

How then do you respond to the following quote by EGW?
Originally Posted By: Last Day Events
I am instructed to say to Seventh-day Adventists the
world over, God has called us as a people to be a peculiar
treasure unto Himself. He has appointed that His church
on earth shall stand perfectly united in the Spirit and
counsel of the Lord of hosts to the end of time.--2SM
397 (1908). {LDE 55.3}
It is very clear to me that the SDA Church shall stand to the end of
time as God's appointed church.

I appreciate the substantive Biblical exchange Daryl.
To me, you are again here, effectively, actually limiting God to buildings and
even a current organization. To be accurate here, EGW is speaking of a unity
that God has appointed to stand to the end of time, and as I see it, to wherever
His Church actually is capable of being His Church. God cannot reign over a
rebellious people. And, more generally speaking, when ‘what He has appointed’
and His Spirit and Counsels are rebelliously rejected by a Church and also its
individual members, God can, and will, and that easily, revoke and replace them
(LDE 59.1-2) and move His Truth to a new organization. He has done it before
and will do it again. Just ask ancient Israel and indeed see how many OT
prophecies had to be transferred over to God’s New Israel. Even though God
had plans to establish a New Covenant (Jer 31:27-34) God did not intend to
have to work through a “New Organization” but this became a “necessity”
particularly when Jewish Christians were thrown out of the synagogues. They
then had to start from scratch with first, house churches, However look at the
Global NT Church today of over 2.3 billion adherents versus the Jewish
Religion.
And as stated in Jer 31:27-30, God takes it upon Himself to make sure that this
physical supplant succeeds by bring on the appropriate, even physical
judgement punishment. For various legal reasons, I will not give specific details
here, but the SDA Church is just a due/pending lawsuit-they-cannot-afford away
from being, at worst physically dispossessed. (Cf. Dan 11:16 (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/daniel-11-text.html)) And if that option is
not exercised, by just following in step with the practises of Capitalism, as seen
in the last Economic Crisis, they are just a likely to be quite detrimentally
affected by an economic downturn.
Also, as what is clearly a natural consequence of the pervasive dysfunction in
the Church, there are many Doctrinal/Theological deficiencies and outright

fallacies, thought to be the Truth that is preventing people to understand what is
Spiritually at play here. Succinctly said, though I do not see EGW herself
having, or persisting in this belief, is this belief that God only has effectively one
last chance or one option left to wrap things up. However, the God Almighty
(Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html),
the Lord of Hosts, will never be defeated by anyone nor anything, and He will
continue to work and act as the circumstances on earth, especially in His
Church necessitate it.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 01:11 AM
Indeed, as with proper exegesis, all pertinent passages need to be taken into
consideration. And EGW’s other ‘need/necessity’ comments cannot be ignore.
This all stems from the Jer 18:1-10 principle which indeed is fully in effect here,
and as God has said, even with what He Himself has said/promised. When one
understands the Biblical, Theological Truth that the future is not set in stone, nor
does not even exist, then this is not at all an incomprehensible or “impossible”
‘change of mind’ development. Indeed it is then seen and understood, as
repeatedly showed in the Bible that God’s professed people can go to an
extreme that God Himself did not expect that they would. (Isa 5:1-7; Jer 18:1317). God then will and does take the necessary actions.
And on a wider and more Spiritual viewpoint here, my challenge to you
Mountain Man, and anyone else who subscribed to this Spiritually shallow and
“devoid” view, is to seek to accomplish Jesus’s Gospel commission through this
Church, as Jesus expects and you’ll see for yourself that it is a major obstacle
to this objective. And worst of all, while the Church continues indifferently along
this path, close to 100 million people per year are dying senseless and
preventable deaths, most to Christless grave. You all just want to vehemently
harp on the inherently necessary organizational, for Gospel Order, aspect of this
project, by just don’t express the same concern to rescue those who are dying.
Indeed instead of e.g., fighting to end abortion, i.e., by working to set up quite
alluring adoption options, you prefer to just get your Church squeaky clean and
let these unwanted infants go get butchered somewhere else. Ohhhh the selfdeception and hypocrisy!!
Seek to actually come to the rescue of those and need and you’ll see that this
commotion about “an organization” is just a cheap distraction. Indeed seek to
prove that what my Project is seeking to do, pointedly humanitarianly, is not
Biblical (e.g, Isa 58 & Matt 25:31-46) and you will succeed in proving it to be the
work course to take. And if you can’t, or worst don’t actually think so, then,
Soul/Character-searchingly, honestly ask yourself why you are not seeking to
have this accomplished, i.e., to that actual and thorough extent, in “your
Church”!??
In the end, the organizational position and structural presence will fall where

they may and only those who are then actually fulfilling Christ’s Gospel will then
be standing as God’s True Church (Triumphant), or even physically standing at
all.
And... Jer 18:18 anyone??...it is not recommended (vss. 19-23). If you think you
are ‘fighting error and heresy” then, if you actually can, fight it with Truth.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the NJK Posted by: Daryl F
Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 07:03 AM
You are probably already aware of this chapter, however, I am linking you
to it here for you to read and to respond to here:
Chapter 4 - God's Last Day Church (From the book Last Day Events by EGW)
(Link: http://www.maritime-sda-online.com/main/?page_id=51)

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 07:56 AM
That’s odd... I had recommended it to you a few posts back in Post #135210
(Link: http://www.maritime-sda-online.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?
ubb=showflat&Number=135210#Post135210). Are you even reading, at least
my answering posts to you or does that won’t make a difference???
And like I said just in my last post, proper exegesis takes into account both
sides of an issue and seeks to reconcile them. I have for my view, you all have
chosen not to. Until you do so, you will not have an exegetical. All
false/erroneous teaching are formed in this “selective”, however well-meaning,
even “honest”, manner.
Again, my reconciled view: There was no need for a new organization in EGW’s
day however now there quite easily, demonstrably is, that is if one is actually
interested in fullly accomplishing Jesus Christ’s Gospel Commission as He
expects it. Again, if you want to prove me wrong, by showing that there is not
this “need”, then do so by addressing that incontrovertible “Full Gospel
mandate” issue. There indeed is no getting around this. (Matt 21:42-44). Christ
and His Full Gospel are inseparable... reject One and you reject the Other.
Interestingly enough, it is quite manifest that it was because Ancient Israel had
this same “irrevocable” view that God made His warning, “Conditional
Promise/Prophecy” pronouncement in Jer 18:1-17ff. Any Promises/Prophecies
made through EGW are not beyond God’s Amendments. Still He will find a
way/people to accomplish what He had intended with that former people, even
if solely at a Spiritual Level, as with NT Israel. (cf. Isa 55:6-11).

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: Rosangela
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 10:05 AM

NJK,
I have some questions. First, where would this NJK Project be established?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 10:51
AM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
(a) I do not believe that it will fail and indeed see it as the ultimate
Gospel and Living testimony (= Mal 4:6), a level that the SDA Church
has failed to reach and really do not care to reach, preferring their
worldly conforming ways and (b) I know better than to think that God
would have His hands tied, or His back to the wall.
1. How many baptized, tithe paying members does your Project/Church have?
2. What are their names?
3. Where do they live?
4. Can I contact them?
5. Is each member conforming perfectly to the Gospel and Living Testimony you
named above?
6. Do they ever sin?
7. Please explain what you mean by (b).

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 04:00 PM
Originally Posted By: Rosangela
NJK, I have some questions. First, where would this NJK Project be
established?

This question is answered on the introduction/ “synopsis” (home) page (Link:
http://www.njkproject.info/njk/hc_organization/hcsynopsis.html) of the Project’s
website and in more detail in a dedicated page (Link:
http://www.njkproject.info/njk/hc_organization/hclocations.html). That is the
targeted location of the project given the tangible need to literally house and
adequately care for up to 65,000,000 new people (i.e., would be aborted infants)
per year. The proximity needs for facilitated cooperation, as seen in urban
congregating in our world, of a physical city to then provided the adequate and
also high quality necessities of life for everyone also require those (floating) city
location given that no existing country will probably want to be somewhat liable
of such a larger population increase within their territorial jurisdiction.
However depending on how exactly the project is predominately funded for its

establishment (i.e,. collective funding, personal funding or ministries funding),
the initial location may be different. That is:
Collective Funding : Actively joining people first living in the future NJK
Missions Campuses (Link:
http://www.njkproject.info/njk/hc_ministry/njkmissions.html) which will be on
territorial jurisdictions until a minimally or adequately sized (Link:
http://www.njkproject.info/njk/hc_living/hcdemographics/hcpopulation.html) HC
is completed. These people will, in a possible needed capacity, as physically
capable, be variously contributing to this construction (Link:
http://www.njkproject.info/njk/hc_building/constructplan.html). With today’s
construction tooling/equipment technology (most of the needed ones being,
patent wise, in the public domain) and with this being ocean floating cities, not
much physical effort will actually be needed. In fact this construction can mostly
be done remotely in coastal manufacturing plants/“shipyards” and/or in a
specially built/fitted, ocean Factory Ship (Link:
http://www.njkproject.info/njk/hc_building/constructplan/projecthq/factoryship.html).
Ministry (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2008/07/college-of-biblicalresearch-recruiting.html) and/or Personal Funding : The paying of
asked/market/agreed prices to have the work done by other externally hired
people, even to take care of, as in a orphanage-type setting on the NJK
Missions Campuses, the generation of would-have-been aborted infants until
they are old enough to take care of themselves 18-20+ and start their own
family life.
What are those other questions, if they have not been fully addressed here?...

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 04:31 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
(a) I do not believe that it will fail and indeed see it as the
ultimate Gospel and Living testimony (= Mal 4:6), a level
that the SDA Church has failed to reach and really do not
care to reach, preferring their worldly conforming ways and
(b) I know better than to think that God would have His
hands tied, or His back to the wall.
1. How many baptized, tithe paying members does your
Project/Church have?
2. What are their names?
3. Where do they live?
4. Can I contact them?
5. Is each member conforming perfectly to the Gospel and Living
Testimony you named above?
6. Do they ever sin?
7. Please explain what you mean by (b).

What’s your point with all of this question. Just be confident enough in its
Biblical validity and openly/explicitly state it.... It is going to take much more than
your base views to convince of what I variously know about this project. Indeed
it is going to take a matching and overruling “Biblical, Theological View (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/)”. By now I have much experience dealing with
such knee-jerk and Biblically shallow objections.
So here are the, pertinently “serious”, when due... either way, answers to your
questions, -however LOL mischievious they manifestly are (given, as I see it, the
unbiblical spirit and nature of your PM comments to me on this issue):
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
1. How many baptized, tithe paying members does your
Project/Church have?

1. As I had said before to you in Post #134948 (Link: http://www.maritime-sdaonline.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?
ubb=showflat&Number=134948#Post134948), there currently is a mere
professed “interest” of less than five, at best. Of course people can do the quite
“moronic” thing of waiting for others to join before they do. They are certainly
free to do so. They’ll just be held accountable for the many lives they literally
could have help saved by an early, if ever, project advancing joining.

As with the Spirit-led apostolic Church, it takes much more than the 10% of tithe
paying to be an accepted member of this Project as they will truly want to do all
that is (quite) feasible to come to the rescue of people in vital need. (Acts 2:4245ff; 4:32-35; 2 Cor 8:7-15; all in harmony with the Letter and Spirit of God’s
Sabbatical Laws for such circumstances.)
(On a related note, in the same Spirit and manner of the Jews of old, there are
two ways to send an SDA into a “heresy/apostasy” frenzy, just touch the issue
of tithing (as knee-jerkdly done with Ernie Knolls’ supposed-to-be SDA
reformatory dreams) and/or speak against their “costly” institutions/buildings.
The blind “love of money” in this Church, from top to bottom, above even
Spiritual issues, is just utterly repugnant and nauseating (Rev 3:17).)
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
2. What are their names?

I won’t share the names of the “interests” so far, but people who join will have
the option of publically identifying themselves.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
3. Where do they live?

What difference would even that make...somewhere on earth. You obviously
have self-pumped yourself to believe that I need to lie to you. You really think
you are that important.... Quite pathetic!!
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
4. Can I contact them?

Sure you can... Anyone can be contacted in this day and age. Even if they have
not given you their contact information. However I would recommend that you
would let them contact you if they would not have posted their contact info and if
they want to.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
5. Is each member conforming perfectly to the Gospel and Living
Testimony you named above?

The members in good standing of the NJK Project will be.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
6. Do they ever sin?

Currently, if they are alive, probably. However with this Project involving seeking
‘to save the verify life of the least of these of Christ’s brethren’ which is what
Jesus is ultimately seeking as the manifestation of True conversion, then His
coat of righteousness will surely be covering them (e.g., Isa 54:17). Those selfdeceived and self-righteous who are sinning by being indifferent to the even
quite vital needs of others (1 John 3:15-17) surely do not have covering of Christ
(Matt 25:31-46 (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-godspeople-part-2-ezekiel-9.html); Matt 22:1-14|COL 310.2-3; cf. 1SM 109-111),
especially when they come to be made aware of this incontrovertible sin (of
omission) in their life. (Rom 14:23).
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
7. Please explain what you mean by (b)

Summarily said, as EGW said in 14MR 102 (1903). {LDE 59.2}:
Originally Posted By: SOP 14MR 102 (1903). {LDE 59.2}
“if these in turn do not purify their lives from every wrong action, if they
do not establish pure and holy principles in all their borders, then the
Lord will grievously afflict and humble them and, unless they repent,
will remove them from their place and make them a reproach.”

Indeed “God will continue to work on this principle with every branch of His
work. {LDE 59.1}”.
Currently Constitutional Measures are being drafted to, for the sake of righteous
people, avoid and “check” as much as possible, any rapid, descent of a
preferred ungodly living, however that cannot be guaranteed by anyone, and as I
Theologically understand it, not even by God. So if this comes to be the
unfortunate case, then God will justly deal with such a generation of His Chosen
People, indeed as He has consistently and repeatedly done before... and time
will be prolonged until a generation actually finally fully does His GC
Consummation Testify and Warning work on Earth.

--Do quite significantly/tellingly, (at least to me), notice the two post SDA Church
levels of re-organized Remnant Church in EGW’s 1903 comment in LDE 59.2.
By logical implication she would have meant here that another group was going
to be organized from the then, and still, existing SDA Church Organization (I.e.,
1903ff), and which would/could be followed by yet another group. Thus, to me,
at least:
1. Current SDA Church
2. (By necessity) A Remnant of a Remnant
3. (And again by necessity) Another Remnant of a Remnant
until the Church Triumphant is finally fully formed and accomplishes all of God’s
pre-end will. According to my Biblically informed view, the No. 2 development
has not come by strict necessity. The present SDA Church manifestly has
absolutely no plans to zealous, even in any way, reform itself as it actually
easily can do. Despite its “God-appointed”, supposed-to-be, Spiritual leadership
structure, everyone is just “individually”/sectarianly doing “what is right in their
eyes” (Deu 12:8; Jud 17:6; 21:25) irrespective of what the Bible/SOP actually &
truly says. (= the pre-Ezek 9 (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2-ezekiel9.html)-Shaking (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/shaking-in-itbiblical-context.html), Ezek 8 (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people.html) Capital
Sinning Apostasy.)

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: Rosangela
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 06:09 PM
Quote:
Actively joining people first living in the future NJK Missions
Campuses...
So everything about the NJK Project is still in the future. Nothing has yet been
implemented.
Quote:
What are those other questions, if they have not been fully addressed
here?...
Do you consider that you and the other five people who have embraced this
cause constitute the Remnant Church which has replaced the SDA Church? If
not, do you consider that the SDA Church is still the Remnant Church?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 07:25 PM
Originally Posted By: Rosangela
Originally Posted By: NJK Project
Actively joining people first living in the future NJK Missions
Campuses...

So everything about the NJK Project is still in the future. Nothing has
yet been implemented.

Currently, concretely, no. However the various plans for this implementation in
some sectors are completed and in advancing development in others. Once
enough people join and/or the various pursued funding sources (referred to in
this post (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html)) are,
when completed/secured, each being capable of entirely funding the entire full
Project (i.e., up to 144,000 global floating Holy Cities - interestingly enough an
ocean space (with some adequate spacing) natural (i.e., terrestrial) limitation),
many, many times over.
Originally Posted By: Rosangela
Originally Posted By: NJK Project
What are those other questions, if they have not been fully
addressed here?...

Do you consider that you and the other five people who have
embraced this cause constitute the Remnant Church which has
replaced the SDA Church?

The Nature of the Project itself, as it will accomplish Christ’s commission,
which the Church is not working to actually do, is what replace the SDA Church
as the True Remnant Movement of God. That was a plan that was always
incorporated in Bible Prophecy, even in some parts of the OT, particularly in the
latter parts of Ezekiel, once it was quite manifest that Israel, by rejecting the
prophetic ministry of Ezekiel and engaging on a God-absent path that would
lead to sure failure and rejection in the end, would not succeed in
accomplishing God’s Israel Triumphing will by the First Century A.D. So, by
having endeavored to accomplish this Full Gospel Commission and thus

coming to discover this Greater, Triumphant Israel Plan of God, indeed beyond
merely and Ecclesiastical level, which should have served to prepare for that
Greater Plan, then I, speaking for myself, do consider to be a part of the
Remnant of the Remnant movement that, like the related (Eschatological) Two
Witnesses prophecy (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/testimony-tochurch-part-1a.html), now stands established as God’s Movement.
Ironically enough, and I never said that the other 4 people had actually
“embraced this cause”, they just merely, variously expressed interest, for what I
considered to be reasons that have not taken into consideration all aspects of
the project, among other key things (cf. 1SM 109-111) indeed, it is I myself who
is not considering them as “members”, but just “interests”.
Originally Posted By: Rosangela
If not, do you consider that the SDA Church is still the Remnant
Church?

For the reasons stated above: not anymore. Indeed I retroactively see that this
transition began to occur in 1996 when the Church failed to advance on an
increasing path of ‘what should/might have been.’ As I recount in my bio post
(Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html) by June 1999,
I was sure that this perceived switch would surely occur.
A Church cannot (continue to) be the “Remnant” unless they are actually
“keeping the Commandments of God and the (Gospel) Faith of Jesus as well as
also having the Testimony of Jesus, particularly for these times, as indeed also
included in the SOP. The Church has failed to follow the EGW given counsels
that would have led to them experientially/Spiritually, as well as intellectually,
understanding God’s Full will for our times.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the NJK Posted by: Daryl F
Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 07:50 PM
ADMIN HAT ON!!!
Moved this to this newly dedicated forum, which means that this topic and
others like it are no longer permitted in any other forum of Maritime.
ADMIN HAT OFF!!!

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 08:31 PM
Originally Posted By: NJK Project

A Church cannot (continue to) be the “Remnant” unless they are
actually “keeping the Commandments of God and the (Gospel) Faith
of Jesus as well as also having the Testimony of Jesus, particularly
for these times, as indeed also included in the SOP. The Church has
failed to follow the EGW given counsels that would have led to them
experientially/Spiritually, as well as intellectually, understanding
God’s Full will for our times.

Update of this previous post:
A Church cannot (continue to) be the “Remnant” unless they are actually
“keeping the Commandments of God and the (Gospel) Faith of Jesus as well as
also having the Testimony of Jesus, (Rev 12:17; 14:12) particularly for these
times, as indeed also included in the SOP. As I had previously responded to
you in this Post (#133056) (Link: http://www.maritime-sdaonline.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?
ubb=showflat&Number=133056#Post133056), the Church has failed to do so
and also to follow the EGW given counsels that would have led to them
experientially/Spiritually, as well as intellectually, understanding God’s Full will
for our times and so will duly be judged for this. (Matt 7:21-23).

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 08:54
PM

NJK, are you a baptized, tithe paying member of the Project? If so, are you the
only confirmed member of the Project? If so, does that mean you are the only
person alive who is proclaiming the 3AMs?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 09:20 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
NJK, are you a baptized, tithe paying member of the Project?

Of course you are naturally weighing/judging according to your (limited)
knowledge.
In regard to Baptism: Those who join this Project must be baptized in the Holy
Spirit, and that its Latter Rain Baptism (= 1SM 109-111)
In regards to tithes paying, I already addressed it to you in Post #135248. A
person who just want to contribute a tithe to this project will not be considered
as a (full) member sharing in all its benefits and reward

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
If so, are you the only confirmed member of the Project?

Technically I consider myself much more than a just a member of the project.
Indeed, I Constitutionally, and this Governmental Office that I have created and
currently occupy, has the last vetoing referential decision on who get accepted
as member/citizens of this Remnant Church/New Country Project.
But to simplistically answer your question, since I am the only one thus far who
is meeting at least these two criteria, as they fully are for this Project then: Yes.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
If so, does that mean you are the only person alive who is proclaiming
the 3AMs?

I would say I am the only one who is preaching the 3AMs in their “fullness”,
particularly the Third Angel’s Message which involves the “fuller” message of
God’s Sabbatical Principles (Isa 58) and all that they are to practically entail.
Look back through Biblical and Church History and you’ll see that the greatest
reforms, transitions and movement of God were started/spearheaded by just
one person. These are namely:
Noah, Abraham, Moses, David, Elijah, Jeremiah, Zerubabbel, Ezra, Ezekiel,
John the Baptist, Jesus, Paul each individual Reformer -most notably Martin
Luther, William Miller, among others.
---Again, why did you ask those questions.... There has got to be some point to
your questions beyond this apparent mere quibbling self-excusing rhetoric
and/or “entrapment” attempt??

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/18/11 09:31 PM
As my edit time has quickly expired, here is an update to a statement in my
prior post:
Originally Posted By: NJK Project

Technically I consider myself much more than a just a member of the
project. Indeed, I Constitutionally, and this Governmental Office that I
have created and currently occupy, has the last vetoing referential
decision on who get accepted as member/citizens of this Remnant
Church/New Country Project.

Updated Post:
Technically I consider myself much more than a just a member of the project.
Indeed, I Constitutionally, and this Governmental Office that I have created and
currently occupy, has the last vetoing referential decision on who get accepted
as member/citizens of this Remnant Church/New Country Project. And since
there currently is no other person(s) to “refer” that decision to, then I
currently also have the final say in such matters.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the NJK Posted by: Daryl F
Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 06:31 AM
Edit time has been adjusted.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the NJK Posted by: Daryl F
Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 06:51 AM
The SDA organization, God's endtime remnant church, began with the presence
of it's own prophet in the person of Ellen White, who referred to herself as a
messenger of God. I can't find anything in her writings that the SDA organization
will be replaced by any other organization.
Even if the SDA organization were to be replaced by a new organization, which
it won't, I definitely do not see the NJK Project being that new organization.
Is there a prophet connected to your organization, as there is with the SDA
organization? I say is, as we still have her writings to go by today, and her
writings clearly state that there will NOT be any new organization that will
replace the SDA organization. She stated that more than once in her writings as
God's prophet/messenger. The Bible only spoke of seven churches with the
SDA church being that seventh church. There isn't any mention or hint of an
eighth church.
God is not looking for an organization to set up ocean cities, but an organization
that will sound the three angels messages to a world that is about to come to a
soon end resulting from the very soon 2nd coming of Jesus Christ. The chosen
of Israel, physical Israel, entered the earthly promised land. The chosen of Israel
today, spiritual Israel, will also soon be entering the Heavenly Promised Land.
Physical Israel failed in that they rejected the Son of God and nailed Him to the

cross and then went on to seal that rejection by the stoning of Stephen. This
was all clearly predicted in the Bible. There isn't any such prediction that the
SDA organization will fail as they failed.
Originally Posted By: NJK Project
As my edit time has quickly expired, here is an update to a statement
in my prior post:
Originally Posted By: NJK Project
Technically I consider myself much more than a just a
member of the project. Indeed, I Constitutionally, and this
Governmental Office that I have created and currently
occupy, has the last vetoing referential decision on who get
accepted as member/citizens of this Remnant Church/New
Country Project.

Updated Post:
Technically I consider myself much more than a just a member of the
project. Indeed, I Constitutionally, and this Governmental Office that I
have created and currently occupy, has the last vetoing referential
decision on who get accepted as member/citizens of this Remnant
Church/New Country Project. And since there currently is no other
person(s) to “refer” that decision to, then I currently also have the
final say in such matters.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 12:03
PM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
. . . knee-jerk and Biblically shallow objections . . .
You obviously have self-pumped yourself to believe that I need to lie
to you. You really think you are that important.... Quite pathetic!!
. . . apparent mere quibbling self-excusing rhetoric . . .
You are mistaken about me.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with

Posted by: Mountain Man

the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 12:20
PM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
5. Is each member conforming perfectly to the Gospel and Living
Testimony you named above?
The members in good standing of the NJK Project will be.
6. Do they ever sin?
Currently, if they are alive, probably. However with this Project
involving seeking ‘to save the verify life of the least of these of Christ’s
brethren’ which is what Jesus is ultimately seeking as the
manifestation of True conversion, then His coat of righteousness will
surely be covering them (e.g., Isa 54:17).
Since you are the only member of the Project in "good standing" is it safe to say
you are living in perfect conformity with "this gospel" (as opposed to "another
gospel"). Do you ever sin? If so, how does it affect your membership?
Also, how will you handle it if and when future members of the Project differ
with you on various points of truth and doctrine?
PS - Please do not assume my questions are sinister and treat me belligerently.
Thank you.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 12:36
PM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
Once enough people join and/or the various pursued funding sources
(referred to in this post) are, when completed/secured, each being
capable of entirely funding the entire full Project (i.e., up to 144,000
global floating Holy Cities - interestingly enough an ocean space (with
some adequate spacing) natural (i.e., terrestrial) limitation), many,
many times over.
I tried to read the post linked above but your style of writing is difficult for me to
follow. I get lost in all the words. Please summarize, in simple terms, the main
points. Thank you.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 03:45 PM

Try that link again and search (with your browser - usually control-F) for “CIPO”
and “legal/judicial” and read the immediate context and/or click the links or see
the associated PDF documentation (see top of Post) for the PDF’s link and its
instructions. If after reading those immediate contextual explanations you still
have questions, let me know. However given the nature of those particular two
sources, I may not be at liberty to discuss them in detail.
As I said, those two financing sources are only tow other ways that the project
can/will be funded. All of these sources have their own contigencies, however
they are quite feasible and would have already been done if those who could
have help them be done were all not similarly, Spiritually speaking, worshipping
Money/Mammon/“the Sun”, including people in the SDA Church.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 03:47 PM
Originally Posted By: Daryl F
Even if the SDA organization were to be replaced by a new
organization, which it won't, I definitely do not see the NJK Project
being that new organization.

Really... why not?? Be substantive, i.e., why won’t the planned ministry of the
NJK Project both be an advancement of what the SDA Church is doing and also
be in the Full accomplishment of Christ’s Gospel??
Originally Posted By: Daryl F
Is there a prophet connected to your organization, as there is with the
SDA organization?
You need to read the content of (all of) the links I include in my posts. If you had
read in this bio post (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-firstvision.html#firstvision), you would not only have found the answer to your
question, but also the inceptive Biblical reason why I have continued upon and
maintain this “greater works’ course.
Originally Posted By: Daryl F
Physical Israel failed in that they rejected the Son of God and nailed
Him to the cross and then went on to seal that rejection by the
stoning of Stephen. This was all clearly predicted in the Bible. There
isn't any such prediction that the SDA organization will fail as they
failed.

The already quoted statement of EGW in LDE 59.1-2 of ‘God’s unwavering
replacement principle’ seems pretty clear to me. It is quite typical of SDA’s to
only be “moved” by a prophecies vs. principles and that is why they are looking
first for a Sunday Law, before they engage in all out Gospel Work. And with
those who are Spiritual out of tune with God’s doings, prophecies are only
rightly understood after the fact. Jesus “prophesied” to His disciples many times
that He was going to be killed, but all those warning went right over their heads
because, all along, ‘they really were not mindful of the interests/work/things of
God.’ (E.g., Matt 16:23).
--As for all of the other issues that are interspersely mentoined in your post, and
that you have merely restated here, I have already addressed all of them. Read
also my responses to other people. No need to restate them here. You need to
take all statements on this issue into consideration when forming your view. The
EGW statement on “a need for a new organization” just cannot be simply
ignored, indeed, as pointed out in this post (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/shaking-in-it-biblicalcontext.html#newdenomination) as the White Estate did in its 1992 compilation
quoting of 1 SM 179 for LDE 51.1.
And, seriously, just blindly/obliviously/stubbornly peripherally speaking against
my project and it tangible needs in its plans for fully functional and successful
implementation does not prove anything. You need to engage and Biblically
disprove all of the substantive elements I made in those replies. You are also
fiatl, dismissively, overlooking the practical Gospel humanitarian ministry that it
is being established to do. The Biblical and Present Truth, as it is not readily
feasible, is that those who don’t fully do so in the end won’t be allowed into
Heaven (Matt 25:31-46). Those are not my words but Jesus’s own.
If you were really fully following EGW’s counsels, you would have seen the
ministry basis for my Project. See e.g., her comments on Isa as shown in e.g,
Welfare Ministry pp. 28-65ff (cf. this post (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/our-final-test.html).

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 03:48 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
. . . knee-jerk and Biblically shallow objections . . .
You obviously have self-pumped yourself to believe that I
need to lie to you. You really think you are that important....
Quite pathetic!!
. . . apparent mere quibbling self-excusing rhetoric . . .
You are mistaken about me.

Well the “air” of, and in, your statements did fool me.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 03:48 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
Since you are the only member of the Project in "good standing" is it
safe to say you are living in perfect conformity with "this gospel" (as
opposed to "another gospel"). Do you ever sin?

Do I ever sin... Yes, don’t you?? (Rom 3:23). Not an excuse. Just a human fact.
My project however is to also help all those who want to cut out all of the
entrenched temptations of Satan, which have also found their way into God’s
Church and amongst His People. But of course, people do not consider sinful
what they cherish, such as letting people die of needless death so that they can
continue to live their covetous, ease, self-interested and selfish lives.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
If so, how does it affect your membership?

Christ “Full Gospel” which is the Gospel of my project is fully involves
forgiveness for known and confessed sins. (1 John 1:9). Trust me, whenever it
is that I sin, I wish I could just give all of this project up, but then I look , and
there is not only no one there to take my place, but also no one elsewhere
engaging in doing all of the planned works of this Project. So weighing my sin
vs. the sin of e.g., 65-75,000,000 murders per year, I indeed see millions of
reasons to not give up this Project. If you think this “weighing” is selfjustify/excusing and unbiblical, then just ponder the decision of God not to have
David killed when committed the sin of adultery and murder. To say the least,

David was much more than forgiven for that quite deliberate and irreparable
lapse.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
Also, how will you handle it if and when future members of the
Project differ with you on various points of truth and doctrine?

Constitutionally speaking, through, first a thorough Biblical engaging of the
issue of difference through the Project’s WBSC institution (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2008/07/college-of-biblical-researchrecruiting.html) and then through a public vote, according to the voting system of
the Project/New Country, which can either be Pastorally Represented (allow
yourself to be represented in the vote by the majority decision of your local
pastoral staff of 3, “Civilly” Represented (the local “congressional” representative
or Directly Represented (a person casting their own vote).
Then following this vote, as a measure of checks for the righteous, there are up
to three possible levels of “checking” a substantively wrongful process or issue
resolution and/or any deemed crucial further point which may have affected the
vote. If all of those three referential vetos are defeated, as the Constitution calls
for, then the will expressed in the result of the latest voting will stand. I think that
is fully Biblical as Israel could overrule the will of God over them if they persisted
on a rebellious and wayward course, even disregarding the injunctive prophetic
warnings and reproofs by God’s messengers.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
PS - Please do not assume my questions are sinister and treat me
belligerently. Thank you.

You’re welcome!

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 05:46
PM

1. Does the Gospel accommodate (allow, permit, tolerate) sinning and
repenting (as opposed to sinning without repenting) until the moment Jesus
returns?
2. Does the Project accommodate (allow, permit, tolerate) sinning and
repenting (as opposed to sinning without repenting)?
3. What would you do if, in the future, the voting members of the Project vote to

disfellowship you?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 05:56
PM

Do you have any references? People who know you personally and can vouch
for you and the Project? People who can speak fairly, honestly, intelligently,
compassionately about your doctrines and character?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 06:37 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
1. Does the Gospel accommodate (allow, permit, tolerate) sinning
and repenting (as opposed to sinning without repenting) until the
moment Jesus returns?
2. Does the Project accommodate (allow, permit, tolerate) sinning
and repenting (as opposed to sinning without repenting)?

The Project is following the Gospel in all that it knows it to include and so there
is no need to seek to make a difference. As I had said to you with your odd
questioning, if you are trying to make a point then make it in a statement form
and I’ll address where you may have gone wrong.
In the Bible, indeed back in the OT, God full made provisions that some sins
were “tolerated” until the day of Passover, while other sins were to be Capitally
punished. We have been over this discussion in another thread. So the NJK
Project will fully follow this principles where some sins are not considered by
God to needing to be Capitally punished. However they do have to be repented
of and confessed. Sinning indifferently and/or with the flippant rationalizing
intention of ‘merely asking forgiveness’ was actually not tolerated by God.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
3. What would you do if, in the future, the voting members of the
Project vote to disfellowship you?

First of all, the OT and NT Biblical principle is that those who want to take such
“cutting off” measure must themselves be blameless. Self-righteous, vindictive
hypocrisy, as seen in the episode of the woman caught in adultery just won’t be
honored. And that blameless/sinless “replacing” person better continue the
Biblical objectives of this Project or I will just start another one on my own as

their unbiblical course will not be honored by God.
Secondly, the NJK Project will operate on a level of just cause and not mere
whimsical voting. So for any such “cutting off” matters, there will first be a
thorough judicial process. Then an open jury voting will take place. However
given the current position that I occupy in the Project, given the transpired fact
that others have refused to join the project, disregarding the senseless death
taken place, then, for those who have been previously aware of this project and
did not aid it, or also other similar disregarding of the poor, then they would
have disqualified themselves from participating in any such decision.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/19/11 06:37 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
Do you have any references? People who know you personally and
can vouch for you and the Project? People who can speak fairly,
honestly, intelligently, compassionately about your doctrines and
character?

About me personally, sure you can ask my family, friends and even some
acquaintances. They’ll however probably all mention something about not
understanding why I have become so totally and single-mindedly engrossed in
working on this Project and its related Ministries. People always express their
views from their own personal perspective. So for those who don't care to do
what I am endeavoring to do, then there opinion of me won’t be wholly
enthusiastic. I am however, easily much more concerned with pleasing God and
being faithful to this calling.
In regards to the Project, as there is very little interest by those who are aware
of it, then I would not make much of their view on it. Each person is to come to
their own conclusion based upon what will actually be the same information
that they would have seen, or have been able to see, if they wanted to.
In regards to my Doctrines and views, just read my blog, they are openly posted
there, as well as in Forums such as this one. My website’s Site Key (Link:
http://www.njkproject.info/njk/sitekey.html) page has several links to prior
discussion. And if you do an internet search on my commonly used username
NJK Project, you’ll get any other views/comments which I have publicly stated.
In the end, as with any belief, whatever I personally believe will never tangibly
affect someone else, either way, unless I act on it. So you should focus on
engaging what I have stated or done instead of worrying about what I may or
may not intangibly believe.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with

Posted by: Mountain Man

the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/20/11 10:56
AM

1. "some sins were “tolerated” until the day of Passover". As it relates to the
Project, which "day" is/was Passover?
2. "I will just start another one on my own as their unbiblical course will not be
honored by God." And if that new one votes to disfellowship you?
3. "So for those who don't care to do what I am endeavoring to do, then there
opinion of me won’t be wholly enthusiastic." What if no one ever embraces your
Project? Can you share the Gospel with everyone everywhere by yourself so
Jesus can return?
4. "In regards to my Doctrines and views, just read my blog, they are openly
posted there, as well as in Forums such as this one." Your style of writing is too
difficult for me to read. I cannot discern what you believe from what you have
written. Please pay a gifted editor to edit your beliefs so that the common
people, like me, can grasp your beliefs. That's what Ellen White did.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/20/11 01:45 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
1. "some sins were “tolerated” until the day of Passover". As it relates
to the Project, which "day" is/was Passover?

Of course you need to read this in a wooden way... this just means that sins
which are considered high hand and lead to judicial processes and formal
punishments will parallel Biblical Laws and principles. These will be codified in
laws.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
2. "I will just start another one on my own as their unbiblical course
will not be honored by God." And if that new one votes to
disfellowship you?

If the reason is also unbiblical, then I will just start another one on my own as
their unbiblical course will not be honored by God.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

3. "So for those who don't care to do what I am endeavoring to do,
then there opinion of me won’t be wholly enthusiastic." What if no
one ever embraces your Project? Can you share the Gospel with
everyone everywhere by yourself so Jesus can return?

If my sources of personal funding work out, as they should, then yes, and quite
easily. It will however be as a corporation, i.e., I employ people to do the work.
Clearly people will do anything for a market price salary. Of course if they do not
do it in a Biblical way, as ordered/expected then they’ll be fired and replaced by
someone else.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
4. "In regards to my Doctrines and views, just read my blog, they are
openly posted there, as well as in Forums such as this one." Your
style of writing is too difficult for me to read. I cannot discern what you
believe from what you have written. Please pay a gifted editor to edit
your beliefs so that the common people, like me, can grasp your
beliefs. That's what Ellen White did.

I cannot afford to pay anyone to proofread my work, nor do I have the time to do
so myself, so for now my writings will remain as is. So “common” people like
you will continue to have their out excuse here while more “spiritual” people will
expend the effort to get it. In all of this, I am actually looking for people who
want to help those who are dying from preventable and curable causes. No
much “belief”, even “common belief” needed for this! Obviously, that’s not your
primary concern, so, and take this as formally coming from the gateway “NJK
Immigration Ministry”, and at the highest level of office there: you actually don’t
begin to qualify as someone this Project is looking for.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/20/11 03:29
PM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
1. "some sins were “tolerated” until the day of Passover". As it relates
to the Project, which "day" is/was Passover?
N:Of course you need to read this in a wooden way... this just means
that sins which are considered high hand and lead to judicial
processes and formal punishments will parallel Biblical Laws and
principles. These will be codified in laws.

Of course? Wooden way? What do you mean? It doesn't sound very kind.
Please name some sins the Project would tolerate in members.
Quote:
2. "I will just start another one on my own as their unbiblical course
will not be honored by God." And if that new one votes to
disfellowship you?
N: If the reason is also unbiblical, then I will just start another one on
my own as their unbiblical course will not be honored by God.
What would count as unbiblical? What if you're the only one who thinks your
view is biblical? Who would determine what is biblical and what is not? Will you
ever admit parts of your view of the Gospel is unbiblical?
Quote:
3. "So for those who don't care to do what I am endeavoring to do,
then there opinion of me won’t be wholly enthusiastic." What if no
one ever embraces your Project? Can you share the Gospel with
everyone everywhere by yourself so Jesus can return?
N: If my sources of personal funding work out, as they should, then
yes, and quite easily. It will however be as a corporation, i.e., I employ
people to do the work. Clearly people will do anything for a market
price salary. Of course if they do not do it in a Biblical way, as
ordered/expected then they’ll be fired and replaced by someone else.
What if no one is willing to work for you? And, what if no one embraces your
view of the Gospel? What if probation closes and you are the only one who
believes your view of the Gospel?
Quote:

4. "In regards to my Doctrines and views, just read my blog, they are
openly posted there, as well as in Forums such as this one." Your
style of writing is too difficult for me to read. I cannot discern what you
believe from what you have written. Please pay a gifted editor to edit
your beliefs so that the common people, like me, can grasp your
beliefs. That's what Ellen White did.
N: I cannot afford to pay anyone to proofread my work, nor do I have
the time to do so myself, so for now my writings will remain as is. So
“common” people like you will continue to have their out excuse here
while more “spiritual” people will expend the effort to get it. In all of
this, I am actually looking for people who want to help those who are
dying from preventable and curable causes. No much “belief”, even
“common belief” needed for this! Obviously, that’s not your primary
concern, so, and take this as formally coming from the gateway “NJK
Immigration Ministry”, and at the highest level of office there: you
actually don’t begin to qualify as someone this Project is looking for.
I am disqualified to be a member of the Project because I cannot make heads
or tails out of your unedited writings? That seems harsh. Do you know of
anyone who can read your material and explain your point of view in language
people like myself can understand? If so, please hook me up. Thank you. It
would be sad if you blew me off as unsaveable because your style of writing is
difficult to grasp. Perhaps you can allocate some of the money you are
expecting to receive to hire an editor to edit your material so people like me can
understand it?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/20/11 05:53 PM
Quote:
MM: 1. "some sins were “tolerated” until the day of Passover". As it
relates to the Project, which "day" is/was Passover?
NJK: Of course you need to read this in a wooden way... this just
means that sins which are considered high hand and lead to judicial
processes and formal punishments will parallel Biblical Laws and
principles. These will be codified in laws.
MM: Of course? Wooden way? What do you mean? It doesn't sound
very kind. Please name some sins the Project would tolerate in
members.

“Wooden” colloquially means somewhat is unrefined and in terms of

expressions, it has nothing to do with someone personally, but is just a way of
interpreting something. E.g. a wooden translation of Matt 1:18 would be ‘Mary
was found to be in the belly’ however updating this “wooden expression” for our
times it is expressed as: ‘Mary was pregnant’. So you expecting to have a literal
Passover day for a New Covenant context is a wooden view, to actually say the
least of your odd questioning here. I think you are more Biblically intelligent than
that, but you seem to tactically want to pass as a Spiritual 2-year old who has
no Spiritual discernment at all. That doesn’t either impress or endear me. Quite
to the contrary...
Quote:
MM: 2. "I will just start another one on my own as their unbiblical
course will not be honored by God." And if that new one votes to
disfellowship you?
NJK: If the reason is also unbiblical, then I will just start another one
on my own as their unbiblical course will not be honored by God.
MM: What would count as unbiblical?

Whatever is not what, paramountly, the Bible exegetically teaches and also the
SOP when it does not contradict the Bible.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Main
What if you're the only one who thinks your view is biblical?

Then if that is what the exegetical facts indeed bear out, then it is what it is. It
would not be the first time in Biblical and Church History when a relative very
few, even one person were/was Biblically right vs. the majority. Truth is not
determined by popular vote, approval or disapproval of an independently
established Truth is.

Originally Posted By: Mountain Main
Who would determine what is biblical and what is not?

The Bible and validated SOP and through the research work towards this end by
the NJK Project’s WBSC Institution.

Originally Posted By: Mountain Main
Will you ever admit parts of your view of the Gospel is unbiblical?

Have I not done so before when that was the case??? Look back through my
forum posts. Those statements were/are part of my “Gospel”. Why don’t you
first try to find where such “unbiblicalness” may be.
Quote:
MM: 3. "So for those who don't care to do what I am endeavoring to
do, then there opinion of me won’t be wholly enthusiastic." What if no
one ever embraces your Project? Can you share the Gospel with
everyone everywhere by yourself so Jesus can return?
NJK: If my sources of personal funding work out, as they should, then
yes, and quite easily. It will however be as a corporation, i.e., I employ
people to do the work. Clearly people will do anything for a market
price salary. Of course if they do not do it in a Biblical way, as
ordered/expected then they’ll be fired and replaced by someone else.
MM: What if no one is willing to work for you?

One thing that is quite certain with Capitalists, which most of the world is, is that
everybody has their price, (case in point North American borne mercenary
militias going over to war theathers such as Iraq), even if it is higher than market
value prices. However with the Project then being in a position to hire anyone on
this planet, I don’t see to many people preferring to starve themselves, rather
than taking such a humanitarian job.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
And, what if no one embraces your view of the Gospel?

The Religious aspects of the NJK Project, vs. its humanitarian ones, are a
different thing and really people cannot, or rather, as I prefer, should not be
hired for such Pastoral positions, if they themselves don’t have those beliefs.
And so in this case, and in this available personal funding context, with ample
money and available technology, as seen in e.g., the “Net Events” in the SDA
Church, one pastor can preach to a whole, global “denomination” at once. This
should not last too long as with ca. 20 years, the first annual generation of the
saved would-be aborted babies would be in a position to themselves fill these
religious leadership positions, as well as the ones in which non-Project

members/citizen were hired. So as willing naturally born NJK Citizen fill in those
positions, as anticipated, yet surely not a guarantee, this external hiring will
increasingly diminish until it is not needed anymore.

Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
What if probation closes and you are the only one who believes your
view of the Gospel?

Obviously, as part of my Theological Views, as seen in many of my blog posts, I
do not have these e.g.,: ‘time is running out’, ‘the end is definitely set’ and ‘Final
Events will begin before the (actual) Gospel work is completed’. So I do not
believe like you that probation will close before this work is done, and, also
according to my Theological Views (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/heart-of-elijah-message-malachi456.html), ‘if (the actual/Biblical) probation closes and the only one who
believes my view of the Gospel’, then I, exegetically/factually, feel sorry (Mal
4:6) for those who had not been sealed by these Truths, because when this
Sealing Work (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealingangel.html) (Rev 6:14-7:3) and it resulting Full Gospel Work (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/real-outpouring-of-holy-spirit.html) (Rev
7:4-14:20) is done, and then the actual probation duly closes, it is then that the
Plagues will begin to fall (Rev 15ff;) on those who have rejected this Full Gospel
message (e.g., Rev 14:6-12).
Quote:

MM: 4. "In regards to my Doctrines and views, just read my blog, they
are openly posted there, as well as in Forums such as this one." Your
style of writing is too difficult for me to read. I cannot discern what you
believe from what you have written. Please pay a gifted editor to edit
your beliefs so that the common people, like me, can grasp your
beliefs. That's what Ellen White did.
NJK: I cannot afford to pay anyone to proofread my work, nor do I
have the time to do so myself, so for now my writings will remain as
is. So “common” people like you will continue to have their out excuse
here while more “spiritual” people will expend the effort to get it. In all
of this, I am actually looking for people who want to help those who
are dying from preventable and curable causes. No much “belief”,
even “common belief” needed for this! Obviously, that’s not your
primary concern, so, and take this as formally coming from the
gateway “NJK Immigration Ministry”, and at the highest level of office
there: you actually don’t begin to qualify as someone this Project is
looking for.
MM: I am disqualified to be a member of the Project because I cannot
make heads or tails out of your unedited writings? That seems harsh.

You actually don’t begin to qualify simply because you are not even making an
effort to do so. Many other people, though not actually interested in the project,
have made the effort on their part to understand what I have written. You
obviously prefer to use this as a self-justifying excuse to not read what I have
posted. That’s your choice and your decision. Seems to me that you can do
better and make the needed effort, if you are actually serious at all here.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
Do you know of anyone who can read your material and explain your
point of view in language people like myself can understand? If so,
please hook me up. Thank you.

Just look on my blog post comments and contact the various commentors who
have included their email addresses. You can also contact people in this forum
who have understandingly commented on my blog posts.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
It would be sad if you blew me off as unsaveable because your style
of writing is difficult to grasp.

Sad for you. The Project does not succeed or fail with you, nor with people like
you who do not want to make the effort. People who e.g., do not want to read
the Bible make the same quibbling excuses.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
Perhaps you can allocate some of the money you are expecting to
receive to hire an editor to edit your material so people like me can
understand it?

What makes you think that I would do so later, indeed when I have the money
to hire such secretarial services. Indeed if I could hire a secretary to do this kind
of non-analytic work it would save me much time. But that is not a luxury that I
can afford now. I hope however you are not relying on this excuse because, any
informed and postponing people like you will go through a much stricter
immigration process before being admitted a Full Members/Citizens of the NJK
Project. Such people who cannot embrace the humanitarian cause but prefer
to, as I actually suspect with you, dishonestly quibble of peripherals, are the last
kinds of characters that this project is looking for as members.
And it seems to me that a person like you with a BA in Pastoral Ministry and a
MA in Biblical Studies should not have any substantive problems readily
grasping what is written. I recall my early days doing Scholarly Biblical
research. I literally had to wade through the Scholarly jargon, but I did the effort
and actually quite readily caught on/up, to say the least. You can start with a
similar investment and a demonstration of non-frivolity towards this project. And
‘helping those who are dying of preventable and curable deaths’ seems quite
clear to me, but obviously that is not your primary concern, if at all. In that case,
why bother with the NJK Project, since you also don’t believe most of what I
have posted about my views which you manifestly have understood???
Again what’s your game/point in all of this??! the fact that you only ask
questions and do not answer any, such as these, that are asked to you clearly
indicates to me that you have a concealed and dishonest agenda here.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the NJK Posted by: Daryl F
Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/20/11 10:42 PM
Originally Posted By: NJK Project
Whatever is not what, paramountly, the Bible exegetically teaches
and also the SOP when it does not contradict the Bible.
What do you mean by this?

Are you actually saying that some of the SOP contradicts the Bible?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/20/11 10:56
PM

1. "odd questioning"
2. "a Spiritual 2-year old who has no Spiritual discernment at all"
3. "self-justifying excuse"
4. "quibbling excuses"
5. "you have a concealed and dishonest agenda"
Really? No wonder your Project consists of one member. Do you treat others
this way?

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Green Cochoa
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/20/11 10:56
PM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
It would be sad if you blew me off as unsaveable because
your style of writing is difficult to grasp.

Sad for you. The Project does not succeed or fail with you, nor with
people like you who do not want to make the effort. People who e.g.,
do not want to read the Bible make the same quibbling excuses.

With that attitude, NJK, your project is doomed to failure. In fact, your response
to MM here reminds me of something that happened to a relative of mine.
He had a website which was hosted by a commercial hosting company, let's
call it "Welkhost." "Welkhost" had been a pretty decent web host for several
years for him, and he had both a personal site and a business site online
through them. Furthermore, "Welkhost" was a very well-known hosting service,
and utilized by tens of thousands of people, if not more.
One day, there was some issue with the account that my relative had with

"Welkhost," and the details are long gone from my memory as to what that
issue was. Unfortunately, he found that "Welkhost" did not care to be
reasonable about things, nor to make any amends for whatever the issue was.
As he was on the phone, he heard one representative for "Welkhost" tell him
something to the effect of "Your issue is not important to us. You're just one
person."
My relative responded back to the "Welkhost" company that, yes, perhaps he
was just one person, but he happened to have multiple accounts with them, not
just his own, but those of other companies that he provided services to, and that
"Welkhost" would be certain to not see his business again, nor would he ever
recommend them again to anyone.
The regional manager for "Welkhost," at a much higher level than said
representative who had made the flippant remark, telephoned back with profuse
apologies and even offered a very nice perc (I don't remember what this was
either, but might have been a free three-months of hosting, or something even
better), if it might change my relative's mind and bring him back.
He refused. He went with another company, and kept his word.
NJK, Jesus would have died for "one person," and your remark shows that you
do not understand the true worth of a human soul. Without an understanding of
the worth of one person, how can you ever hope to be received of the masses?
Blessings,
Green Cochoa.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/20/11 11:44 PM
So make that two (more) then, Green Cochoa.... See if that “causes me to fail’. I
actually prefer to see my project fail than have it be “freely” aided by guileful,
faultfinding and dishonest people who do not actually care about helping people
in need and thus who will only then most shamingly cause it to fail. Even if
Mountain Man could fund the entire project himself I would not accept it from
him for Spiritual reasons. And God has long ago set it up so that I don’t have to
grovel and cavil to such pretentiousness. Though the lone course options will
take more time, that however will actually not be at my responsibility (Isa 63:16). Even secular countries bar, or even revoke someone’s citizenship if they
make guileful/false statements in the application process, why shouldn’t this be
the case for the Kingdom of God (Rev 21:27; 22:15b). Why does the cause of
God All-Mighty have to put up with self-important, spineless, dishonest people,
with actually no Spiritual discernment!?? And Mountain Man is not the first
person who has failed, even preemptively, “this application process”. In fact
there is a distinct spiritual “tolerance zero” for SDA’s. Call it the Gideon criteria.

(Judges 7). No “conquesting” entity (military, corporation, even a Church) worth
anything puts up with, nor seeks such potential internal
detriment/nefariousness. If one is that Spiritually dull and lackadaisacal then, by
all means, do stay in the SDA Church!! They need such people to fulfill
prophecies.
So rather than waste my time with such people who actually only have an
impish agenda, I work on the various task current sub tasks that will make this
project fully successful even if no one else actually “helps” (i.e.,
voluntarily/freely) me. (= Dan 11:45b (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/daniel-11-text.html)).
And if I wanted to be “popular”, I would have endeavored this in a completely
different and unbiblical way. In the end, God’s glorious will through this project
will surely Triumph and I feel sorry for those who will either be outside then, will
have been cast out. (Matt 22:1-14). Indeed you’ll be surprised who will get
accepted to this project, if they will, over the likes of you all. It indeed it
“typically, Biblical”.
You all just cannot be serious in all of this... They must be handing sleeping
pills in the SDA Church.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/20/11 11:57 PM
Originally Posted By: Daryl F
Whatever is not what, paramountly, the Bible exegetically teaches
and also the SOP when it does not contradict the Bible.
What do you mean by this?
Are you actually saying that some of the SOP contradicts the Bible?

Yes some statements that EGW made did not exegetically check out and she
even correct many of them herself. EGW was not inerrant nor infallible. I’ve
discussed many of them in this forum and on my blog. To succinctly list them
(again), off the top of my head, and without any references:
-The identity of a Herod in the Bible
-The actual speaker of an NT statement
-The nature of Jesus’s address to Mary at Cana
-The storyline and account of the ascension of Christ in DA
-The name of Satan in Heaven - not “Lucifer”
-The number of temptations of Christ (4 not 3)
-Her Theological understanding of God and the Future

-Her specific interpretational understanding of the 70 Weeks
among others
In such non-direct revelation areas, EGW was completely exegetically
dependent and in that regard she did not know more than what the scholars of
her day knew, and it mainly only through prophetic revelations that she made
statements that have been later proven to be exegetically accurate.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/20/11 11:58 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
1. "odd questioning"
2. "a Spiritual 2-year old who has no Spiritual discernment at all"
3. "self-justifying excuse"
4. "quibbling excuses"
5. "you have a concealed and dishonest agenda"
Really? No wonder your Project consists of one member. Do you treat
others this way?

Indeed any other person who I discern has the same attitude and/or modus
operandi of: "odd questioning"; "a Spiritual 2-year old who has no Spiritual
discernment at all"; "self-justifying excuse"; "quibbling excuses"; "you have a
concealed and dishonest agenda". As the Christian song goes, I have “no time
for that”.
God, even supernaturally, designed long in advance for this Project to be fully
realized by one person (Dan 11:45b (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/daniel-11-text.html)), who am I to lower
his standard for any membership admission! (1SM 109-111)

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Green Cochoa
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/21/11 03:17
AM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project

So make that two (more) then, Green Cochoa.... See if that “causes
me to fail’. I actually prefer to see my project fail than have it be
“freely” aided by guileful, faultfinding and dishonest people who do
not actually care about helping people in need and thus who will only
then most shamingly cause it to fail. Even if Mountain Man could fund
the entire project himself I would not accept it from him for Spiritual
reasons. And God has long ago set it up so that I don’t have to grovel
and cavil to such pretentiousness. Though the lone course options
will take more time, that however will actually not be at my
responsibility (Isa 63:1-6). Even secular countries bar, or even revoke
someone’s citizenship if they make guileful/false statements in the
application process, why shouldn’t this be the case for the Kingdom
of God (Rev 21:27; 22:15b). Why does the cause of God All-Mighty
have to put up with self-important, spineless, dishonest people, with
actually no Spiritual discernment!?? And Mountain Man is not the first
person who has failed, even preemptively, “this application process”.
In fact there is a distinct spiritual “tolerance zero” for SDA’s. Call it the
Gideon criteria. (Judges 7). No “conquesting” entity (military,
corporation, even a Church) worth anything puts up with, nor seeks
such potential internal detriment/nefariousness. If one is that
Spiritually dull and lackadaisacal then, by all means, do stay in the
SDA Church!! They need such people to fulfill prophecies.
So rather than waste my time with such people who actually only
have an impish agenda, I work on the various task current sub tasks
that will make this project fully successful even if no one else actually
“helps” (i.e., voluntarily/freely) me. (= Dan 11:45b (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/daniel-11-text.html)).
And if I wanted to be “popular”, I would have endeavored this in a
completely different and unbiblical way. In the end, God’s glorious will
through this project will surely Triumph and I feel sorry for those who
will either be outside then, will have been cast out. (Matt 22:1-14).
Indeed you’ll be surprised who will get accepted to this project, if they
will, over the likes of you all. It indeed it “typically, Biblical”.
You all just cannot be serious in all of this... They must be handing
sleeping pills in the SDA Church.

Again, NJK, you are mocking the Adventist church? You would write all of us
off, simply because we do not see exactly eye-to-eye with you on things? Or is it
because we are Adventists?
Jesus accepted into His service a wide range of people having a colorful
spectrum of personalities, dispositions, and opinions.

Originally Posted By: Ellen White
Chap. 282 - Unity in Diversity
And he ordained twelve, that they should be with him, and that he
might send them forth to preach. Mark 3:14. {CC 288.1}
In these first disciples was presented a marked diversity. They were
to be the world's teachers, and they represented widely varied types
of character. There were Levi Matthew the publican, called from a life
of business activity, and subservience to Rome; the zealot Simon, the
uncompromising foe of the imperial authority; the impulsive, selfsufficient, warm-hearted Peter, with Andrew his brother; Judas the
Judean, polished, capable, and mean-spirited; Philip and Thomas,
faithful and earnest, yet slow of heart to believe; James the less and
Jude, of less prominence among the brethren, but men of force,
positive both in their faults and in their virtues; Nathanael, a child in
sincerity and trust; and the ambitious, loving-hearted sons of
Zebedee. . . . {CC 288.2}
Of the twelve disciples, four were to act a leading part, each in a
distinct line. In preparation for this, Christ taught them, foreseeing all.
James, destined to swift-coming death by the sword; John, longest of
the brethren to follow his Master in labor and persecution; Peter, the
pioneer in breaking through the barriers of ages, and teaching the
heathen world; and Judas, in service capable of pre-eminence above
his brethren, yet brooding in his soul purposes of whose ripening he
little dreamed. {CC 288.3}
In order successfully to carry forward the work to which they had
been called, these disciples, differing so widely in natural
characteristics, in training, and in habits of life, needed to come
into unity of feeling, thought, and action. This unity it was Christ's
object to secure. . . . The burden of His labor for them is expressed in
His prayer to the Father, "that they all may be one; as thou, Father, art
in me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in us" (John 17:21).
{CC 288.4}
In the apostles of our Lord there was nothing to bring glory to
themselves. It was evident that the success of their labors was due
only to God. The lives of these men, the characters they developed,
and the mighty work that God wrought through them, are a testimony
to what He will do for all who are teachable and obedient. {CC 288.5}

In God's work, NJK, it is not up to any single person to be arbiter of who is and
who is not "on the team." We will work with people, shoulder to shoulder, who
may not always agree with us. We will work with people who have traits or
dispositions that we simply do not understand. Of course, if you think you are
the only one who is on God's side, you are woefully mistaken. Do you
remember what God said to Elijah when he felt he was the only one? That story
is repeated in both the Old and New Testament--God wanted us to keep that in
memory.
Originally Posted By: The Bible
And he [Elijah] said, I have been very jealous for the LORD God of
hosts: for the children of Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown
down thine altars, and slain thy prophets with the sword; and I, even I
only, am left; and they seek my life, to take it away. (1 Kings 19:10)
And he said, I have been very jealous for the LORD God of hosts:
because the children of Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown
down thine altars, and slain thy prophets with the sword; and I, even I
only, am left; and they seek my life, to take it away. (1 Kings 19:14)
Yet I [God] have left me seven thousand in Israel, all the knees which
have not bowed unto Baal, and every mouth which hath not kissed
him. (1 Kings 19:18)

Twice, Elijah told God he was the only one left on God's side. But God informed
him otherwise. God's answer is repeated again for our admonition in the New
Testament.
Originally Posted By: The Bible

11:1 I say then, Hath God cast away his people? God forbid. For I
also am an Israelite, of the seed of Abraham, [of] the tribe of
Benjamin.
11:2 God hath not cast away his people which he foreknew. Wot ye
not what the scripture saith of Elias? how he maketh intercession to
God against Israel, saying,
11:3 Lord, they have killed thy prophets, and digged down thine
altars; and I am left alone, and they seek my life.
11:4 But what saith the answer of God unto him? I have reserved to
myself seven thousand men, who have not bowed the knee to the
image of Baal.
11:5 Even so then at this present time also there is a remnant
according to the election of grace.
11:6 And if by grace, then is it no more of works: otherwise grace is
no more grace. But if it be of works, then is it no more grace:
otherwise work is no more work. (Romans 11:1-6)

NJK, you are not alone. Others are among God's remnant people.
Blessings,
Green Cochoa.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/21/11 09:40
AM

NJK, you are wrong about me. I am trying to understand you, your doctrine, and
your Project. You are asking me to abandon everything that has been near and
dear to me for 29 years. It would be similar to me asking you to abandon your
Project. Your writing style is wordy and awkward and I cannot make heads or
tails out of what you're saying. In the last 10 years you have been unable to
persuade even one person to embrace you, your doctrine, or your Project. Can
you blame me for being cautious? And now you are basting me with cruel
epithets. People were attracted to Jesus because He was kind and caring and
told the truth. You are coming across as anything but kind and caring. And you
are definitely not telling the truth about me. Please reconsider your opinion of
me. Give this process a chance.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/21/11 10:05
AM

Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
NJK, you are not alone. Others are among God's remnant people.

Technically speaking, though, he is alone. His testimony makes it clear. No
one, other than himself, is embracing him, his doctrine, or his Project. He is
working hard to help others discover the truth as he sees it. However, it appears
he has given up on us.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/21/11 02:42 PM
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Again, NJK, you are mocking the Adventist church?

Not necessarily... just citing the Spiritual facts given that you all are fast asleep
in bright daylight.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
You would write all of us off, simply because we do not see exactly
eye-to-eye with you on things?

You all are spiritual dishonest in your Biblical discussion. Whenever you are
confronted with an Biblical/Exegetical point that you cannot disprove, you just
ignore it and check out and worst just blindly/stubbornly/indifferently restate your
already disproven points. That is just plain spiritual madness to me. So in my
books, which is what matter for the project that I am responsible for and
directing, you are actually writing yourselves off.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Or is it because we are Adventists?

You do not even understand what being an “Adventist” actually “fully” entails. So
I am indeed mocking the fact that you really Biblically are mere
“nomimal/professing Adventists”. Read the SOP and prophetically see how
such ‘nominal Adventist react to the ‘fuller Sabbatical proclamation’.
Originally Posted By: SOP EW 33.2

And at the commencement of the time of trouble, we were filled with
the Holy Ghost as we went forth and proclaimed the Sabbath more
fully. [SEE PAGE 85.] This enraged the churches and nominal
Adventists, [SEE ALSO APPENDIX.] as they could not refute the
Sabbath truth.

You all, by you own actions and oppositions to the transpiring “fuller Sabbath
teaching and proclamation’ being now done, you are just fulfilling that typical
and prophetic role. But as with any applicable Bible or SOP passage that I post,
you will just ignore it, thinking, like toddlers, that by doing so, it has disappeared
and does not have an application. Continue to fool yourselves for that is how
these prophecies began to be fulfilled and will surely be completely fulfilled.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Jesus accepted into His service a wide range of people having a
colorful spectrum of personalities, dispositions, and opinions. {CC
288.1-5 quoted}

As with Jesus that open diversity is available for the initial WBSC (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2008/07/college-of-biblical-researchrecruiting.html) aspect of this ministry, as stated by the “open recruiting”
caption, however anyone not being exegetically honest or responsible will not
be allowed to further make contributions. As also with Jesus and the NT
Church, the NJK Project itself, and the then established WBSC will not have
this same allowed initial background openness/diversity
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
In God's work, NJK, it is not up to any single person to be arbiter of
who is and who is not "on the team." We will work with people,
shoulder to shoulder, who may not always agree with us. We will
work with people who have traits or dispositions that we simply do not
understand.

Let’s put it this way, since I believe that your peripheral reasoning is soundly
defeated by the substantive fact that Truth is absolute, this is my ministry, and
I’ll run it as I think it is most Biblical. I have not regretted this stance at all and,
knowing what I Biblically know, actually will not, however it ends up in the
unwritten end. I would have done my part and just because people preferred to
go by their worldly ways, that does not defeat the end purposes of God.

Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Of course, if you think you are the only one who is on God's side, you
are woefully mistaken. Do you remember what God said to Elijah
when he felt he was the only one? That story is repeated in both the
Old and New Testament--God wanted us to keep that in memory.
Originally Posted By: The Bible
And he [Elijah] said, I have been very jealous for the LORD
God of hosts: for the children of Israel have forsaken thy
covenant, thrown down thine altars, and slain thy prophets
with the sword; and I, even I only, am left; and they seek my
life, to take it away. (1 Kings 19:10)
And he said, I have been very jealous for the LORD God of
hosts: because the children of Israel have forsaken thy
covenant, thrown down thine altars, and slain thy prophets
with the sword; and I, even I only, am left; and they seek my
life, to take it away. (1 Kings 19:14)
Yet I [God] have left me seven thousand in Israel, all the
knees which have not bowed unto Baal, and every mouth
which hath not kissed him. (1 Kings 19:18)

Twice, Elijah told God he was the only one left on God's side. But
God informed him
otherwise. God's answer is repeated again for our admonition in the
New Testament.
Originally Posted By: The Bible
11:1 I say then, Hath God cast away his people? God
forbid. For I also am an Israelite, of the seed of Abraham,
[of] the tribe of Benjamin.
11:2 God hath not cast away his people which he
foreknew. Wot ye not what the scripture saith of Elias? how
he maketh intercession to God against Israel, saying,
11:3 Lord, they have killed thy prophets, and digged down
thine altars; and I am left alone, and they seek my life.
11:4 But what saith the answer of God unto him? I have
reserved to myself seven thousand men, who have not
bowed the knee to the image of Baal.
11:5 Even so then at this present time also there is a
remnant according to the election of grace.
11:6 And if by grace then is it no more of works: otherwise

11:6 And if by grace, then is it no more of works: otherwise
grace is no more grace. But if it be of works, then is it no
more grace: otherwise work is no more work. (Romans
11:1-6)

I have fully commented on that common and popular knee-jerk
mischaracterization of Elijah here (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/testimony-to-church-part1a.html#Elijah_7000) on my blog. But of course you probably did not read it.
Also read what the end time prophetic application of that episode is in that post.
If you think that the Biblical course is to keep silent like those mercifully spared
7000 then, you are moreoverly the one who is woefully (Rev 11:13, 14)
mistaken.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
NJK, you are not alone. Others are among God's remnant people.

That’s not what various prophecies foresaw and indeed what is now not
concretely the case. Seek to accomplish Jesus’ full Gospel commission and
you’ll begin to have a case here.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/21/11 02:43 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
NJK, you are wrong about me. I am trying to understand you, your
doctrine, and your Project.

The fact is that I susbtantively don’t see that you are doing, indeed even
honestly, all that you can do so. And given your relative position as a an
effective SDA Leader, then I most Biblically, moreoverly don’t have any
instruction at all, nor indeed any concrete reason, to put up with any either
deliberate or effective “games” from people in your position.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
You are asking me to abandon everything that has been near and
dear to me for 29 years. It would be similar to me asking you to
abandon your Project.

As summarily seen, e.g., in this post (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/furhtering-fundamentals.html), I am not
actually asking you to give up any practice or teaching that is actually Biblical.
At worst, you are only being exhorted to Biblically improve what is Biblical.
Indeed in this Shaking time, only what is Biblical will remain and will be built
upon.
Granted the fact that the Second Coming, by necessity, will be delayed, even
way beyond our lifetime is a hard pill to swallow, which I also sadly came to
terms with a long time ago, but seeing the great potential witnessing work that
can be done by this Global Ministry, then it has indeed greatly heartened me
and even my own passing away before its testimony is fully accomplish is a
very small price to pay. So I wholeheartedly, in trusting faith, bear this similar
cross of Christ.
And it Biblically is not, as the SOP fully teaches, as if Jesus will return if His
Gospel Commission is not first fully done as He expects it. Matt 24:14.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
Your writing style is wordy and awkward and I cannot make heads or
tails out of what you're saying.

It has its necessary purpose (Isa 6:9-13 & Matt 13:10-17)... if your are willing to
accept it... As I have previously said, I, in my early days, made the sacrificial
effort to ‘make heads and tails” of the quite confusing Scholarly jargon that I had
to engage without having even completed a quarter of Biblical Studies. As
commercially published writings, the writing style and syntax was impeccable,
however that litany of e.g., original language words in original script, Scholarly
abbreviations, technical terms, let alone scholarly expression of concepts was
enough to drive me insane, to the point where my only option then was to quit
my undergraduate classes so that I could, even buying Seminary textbooks, get
up to speed with the insider language involved in these works. So I think that, as
my writings explicitly involve very little, if any, Scholarly “languages”, but rather
speak a language that especially you as an SDA Leader should readily grasp
(i.e., Biblical & SOP terms and referencing) then you can make a similar effort
to ‘figure out my writing style’ if you to want to personally grasp these
(further/eschatological) Biblical Truths that I am claiming to have found. Nothing
is totally free and at least I am concedingly not requiring money from you first to
consider them. I had to pay the price to dig up the precious pearl of truth. (Matt
13:44 - COL 103-114), I think you can also especially if now, you merely want a
share in what I have already greatly expended to, at even temporally irreparable
costs, find.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

In the last 10 years you have been unable to persuade even one
person to embrace you, your doctrine, or your Project.

Just looking at the Bible and Church History, it is clear that Truth itself is not
affect by how people respond to it. Each person have their own pet reasons as
to why they reject a Biblical message. That is neither my responsibility, nor my
fault, nor actually against my required “designs”. This truth has still been
advancing and those rejections have only serve to fulfill prophecies surrounding
it. How am I to interfer with this crucially laid out plan. Some people need to hit
a wall in order to see the truth and that is apparently what God foresaw as
necessary for Laodicea, as it was also necessary with Israel of old. Then they
could come to their senses.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
Can you blame me for being cautious?

I have no problem with anyone being cautious. I just don’t rather see that you
are being both conduct/effort-wise and Biblical Study-wise honest. If you are
just going to ignore whatever you cannot find a Biblical response to then, I don’t
have time for that unbiblical approach.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
And now you are basting me with cruel epithets.

One person’s ‘insults’ is another person’s observation conclusions. You can
draw out those facts if you really want to or just continue on this course that I
see nothing Spiritual in. Produce substantive actions indicating the contrary and
I won’t have this view of you on this topic. Ultimately, I foundationally have very
little patience for anyone who does not have at their foremost preoccupation,
the plight of the millions of people being murdered from preventable causes,
particularly when seen in indifferent SDAs.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
People were attracted to Jesus because He was kind and caring and
told the truth.

Jesus actually was fulfilling the antitypical Elisha part of the spiritual reform
Double-Whammy Elijah-Elisha prophetic duo. People hated Elijah and John the

Baptist for their pertinently due coarseness in the light of the key reforms and
judgement they had to do. (See e.g., PK 235.1; cf. 139.3-142.2). In full
accordance to presently fulfilling prophecies, that “judgement” aspect is indeed
what is being carried out on God’s Judah and Jerusalem (= the Sealing of Ezek
9). So I make no apologies for it. I would be quite vitally unfaithful to my calling if
I just overlooked what indeed needs to be sternly reproved and totally uprooted.
So I only fear God’s view of me in that regard and not any man’s. (Acts 5:29,
32).
In the end, with both ‘Elijah and Elisha’ and then ‘John the Baptist and Jesus’ it
was only the people acceptance of Biblical Truth that concretized their true
standing. How many of those people remain faithful to Jesus, even from His
own disciples, when He was hanging on the Cross, obediently carrying out the
requirements of His Gospel Truth??!
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
You are coming across as anything but kind and caring.

My primary “kind and caring” concern is towards people in vital needs and I
most concretely do not see any point in wasting my time trying to help them
with people who want to do this according to spurious Capitalistic means, nor
people who just cannot see the independently necessity of this Project to
accomplish this. I moreoverly have no patience with people who explicitly or
effectively have a compoundedly unbiblical and outright, murderously evil: ‘let
those that our Capitalist system won’t help just croak especially since Jesus is
going to come and rewards us for that preferred stance’ (contra Matt 25:31-46).
That is all the product of deficient Theology, and most experientially tellingly
enough to me, it is only when I practically set aside my Evangelistic objectives
aside to also seek to help people in vital need that these most Biblical Truths
began to increasingly unlock themselves and reveal the Full Gospel of Christ.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
And you are definitely not telling the truth about me. Please
reconsider your opinion of me. Give this process a chance.

You are the one who is holding up this process. And since the admission of
anyone to my Project, will especially at this stage of affairs, depend entirely on
whether or not I alone think your approach and effort is valid and worthwhile,
then I would recommend you to correct whatever I have pointed out that I see
needs to be corrected in your attitude or else, quite frankly, seek out to do your
own Project, if that is actually what you want to do. God knows that I optionally
don’t need any “help” and if this process doesn’t produce anything Biblically

worthwhile, then It would have only served to delay, even substantively greatly
jeopardize, my attainment of these self-funding options. Indeed by this now
being a greatly hidden and restricted discussion process, this is really not
worthwhile to me. So who’s doing who a “favor” here... I.e., e.g., do you have
the funds needed to fully pay for this entire Project??!

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/21/11 02:53 PM
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
Technically speaking, though, he is alone. His testimony makes it
clear. No one, other than himself, is embracing him, his doctrine, or
his Project. He is working hard to help others discover the truth as he
sees it. However, it appears he has given up on us.

Succinctly said, you all, for various base reasons, have given up on pursuing
this Project and helping to realize its objectives. Yet you are still fulfilling your
vital prophetic parts which will indeed serve to convince others, particularly nonSDA of the Biblicalness of this project (Rom 11:25-27 principle.)
And I am only addressing here addressing what is actually foundational to any
ongoing discussion that we may have on my Project And if that ends up being
that I do have to fully give up on, specifically, now only the “handful” of you here,
that is actually for the much more worthwhile ready and less compoundedly
burdensome pursuance of my actually more promising Project fulfilling options.
Yet all that I have posted on my Project is still fully freely accessible to all who
are actually interested in it and its mission. So there is no rational excuse here
to self-blindedly and self-justifyingly try to “gaslight” me on this development. In
“war” sometimes the “sacrifice of a few is necessary for the actual Triumph of
the Cause. (=Isa 6:13) (E.g,. During WWII, 100,000 allied soldiers had to be
deliberately sacrificed as a credible decoy to Hitler so that the invasion at
Normandy could be successful.) As I say in my bio bog post (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html): ‘All’s Fair in this
(Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/daniel-11-text.html) War’.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/21/11 02:59
PM

NJK, you are convinced I am dishonest. So, you're right, this is a huge waste of
time. I have thoroughly studied the 28 fundamental SDA beliefs and I am
convinced they are 100% correct. I do not share your conclusion that Ellen
White was mistaken on the key points you have named. I find it shocking you
believe you are right and she is wrong.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/21/11 03:33 PM
Indeed for all of these three points of complete difference, any further
discussion with you is not worthwhile. Indeed for the underlying reason that in
all of these issues, you are simply ignoring the clear and incontrovertible facts of
these matters...and you are not indeed dishonest!?? Indeed, as typical of you
with things you cannot refute, you do not give a Biblically substantive reason
why but just pompously restate that you are right. I moreoverly have no time for
such stubborn pride.
Yet, despite all of these differences, none of those issues of them actually make
it that we should not be doing all that we can to help those in vital need, as I
said, indeed from my own experience, if you were willing to do so, Many such
Biblical truths and realities would be easily and outrightly understandable to
you. So suit yourself... God’s true work will continue to advanced to its
“Planned”, “Triumphant” “End”.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Green Cochoa
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/21/11 06:58
PM

Originally Posted By: NJK Project
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
NJK, you are not alone. Others are among God's remnant
people.

That’s not what various prophecies foresaw and indeed what is now
not concretely the case. Seek to accomplish Jesus’ full Gospel
commission and you’ll begin to have a case here.

I am seeking to accomplish Jesus' full Gospel Commission. Happily, I realize
that I am not the only participant. Are you seeking to accomplish it? How many
languages do you speak? How will you reach those in the "10-40 window" who
represent the majority of the remaining heathen in this world?
If you, NJK, must fulfill this High Commission all by your lonesome self, since
you will not allow others who do not agree with you to participate in your
"Project," I wonder how many of these people will be "reached."
I'm guessing you have about two languages to your ability--both European ones.
What are you going to do with Asia? Do you realize how many people in South-

east Asia do not speak a word of English or French?
Furthermore, do you understand how long it takes to master an Asian
language? Did you know that there are over 86,000 characters in Chinese, and
that there is no alphabet? Do you realize how many YEARS even the Chinese
must study their own language before they can be learned?
Do you have an ability to pronounce sounds that you have never heard before in
your life? Can you recognize the subtle differences in tonal quality of words?
Did you know that just a slight difference in inflection can change the meaning
of a word entirely? For example, in Thai, if you say "ma?" (หมา) it will mean
"dog" and "ma?!" (ม ้า) means "horse" (and there is a tonal difference there that
those punctuation marks do the best I can muster without actual sketches). In
Chinese "ma?" (馬) means "horse" instead of "dog." Would you be able to
master all of the subtleties of these various languages without confusing them?
Would you be able to take on any "disciples," seeing that once you have some
small disagreement with them, they are no longer permitted to join your
organization?
Let's, see...three years so far, and.......zero, ZERO, converts to your project?
How many years will it take you to evangelize the "10-40 window" at that rate?
I'm not expecting you to answer all of these questions. These are just points to
ponder. I'm sure you have some plan. But at some point, some metacognition
about it would be in order.
Blessings,
Green Cochoa.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Green Cochoa
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/21/11 08:20
PM

NJK,
It boils down to this: God is at the helm. God's people number in the thousands.
You are not the only one, and you have no authority to say who can and who
cannot be one of God's disciples. That is God's royal domain. God's alone it is
to lay out the master plan, to fill the ranks with His own, to pour out His Spirit,
and to finish His work.
HIS work.
Yes, we are privileged to participate in God's work. God even, generously, will
credit us with having done what He did through us. Yet the work is His, and He

is at the reins.
Originally Posted By: Ellen White
In the annals of human history, the growth of nations, the rise and fall
of empires, appear as if dependent on the will and prowess of man;
the shaping of events seems, to a great degree, to be determined by
his power, ambition, or caprice. But in the word of God the curtain is
drawn aside, and we behold, above, behind, and through all the play
and counterplay of human interest and power and passions, the
agencies of the All-merciful One, silently, patiently working out the
counsels of His own will. {PK 499.4}

Blessings,
Green Cochoa.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/22/11 07:57 AM
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
I am seeking to accomplish Jesus' full Gospel Commission.

I am aware of this. (I presumedly gather you are not right now in Asia but,
supposedly, ‘on leave’ in the Washington State area). From my prior discussion
with you on Abortion, which did seem to change your mind at all, I don’t how
you are even thinking to be accomplishing Christ full commission as you don’t
have a problem with people having abortions when the feel like it. So Like I
asked you before (Post #131722) (Link: http://www.maritime-sdaonline.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?
ubb=showflat&Number=131722#Post131722), as you are at least, teaching
other people to violate one of God’s Ten Commandments: “how then do you do
any evangelism, since its all “relative”??”
Furthermore, the espousing of Capitalism to conduct God’s work comes to
involve the needed violation of all of His Commandments (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2-ezekiel9.html). So that is incontrovertibly not the way to go. And so why should I not
also be barringly considering such people as ‘the very least’ (Matt 5:19).
And by the way, my optional ‘Project hiring plan’ is just out of the necessity of
being all alone in this project and will only last a few years until the generation
of those saved, can begin to fully take care of themselves. Then God’s socio-

economic sabbatical principles will be fully in use. Still, in the hiring plan phase,
I plan to freely pay for the pertinent education and training and hiring of people
in Third World countries rather than hiring people in the First World. So it will
actually be going against the normative capitalistic approach of selectively not
doing anything more than what is needed, nor going out of one’s way to help
someone.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Happily, I realize that I am not the only participant.

That is also my point. The lot of you are doing as much as you could be doing if
those self-defeating, systemic Capitalistic measures were not used, to the point
where a person who engages in serious and deep foreign missionary work, vs.
the mini-exotic vacations sponsored by SDA Colleges or worst, English
language school, is literally left to scrounge all alone for their survival.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Are you seeking to accomplish it?

Yes, in God’s way, through the NJK Project. As with Elijah vs. the 850 false
prophets of ‘Capitalism’, with God power much more can be done even by one
man. So I don’t mind you all going first and futilely praying to your god to finish
the work.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
How many languages do you speak?

Three and a half.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
How will you reach those in the "10-40 window" who represent the
majority of the remaining heathen in this world?

Through the most convicting and convincing living National and Ecclesiastical
testimony of the NJK and its outreach Sabbatical humanitarian, socio-economic
and Gospel ministries. But such things are not developed overnight, though it
easily could have, but warring with obstructing Capitalists in both the Church

and the World has been my barring obstacle.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
If you, NJK, must fulfill this High Commission

I rather see it as the Full Commission = teaching and various (socioeconomically related) healings (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/01/real-outpouring-of-holy-spirit.html) (Isa
58).
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
all by your lonesome self, since you will not allow others who do not
agree with you to participate in your "Project,"

I won’t allow people who are not Biblical to be members of the Project nor
citizens of the NJK. At best they will only be hired to do a specific task for an
interim while.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
I wonder how many of these people will be "reached."

By simply in the incontrovertible testimony of saving and fully caring for up to
65,000,000 people per year, every dark corner of this planet will be reached.
E.g., the girl in a dark alley who is seeking to have an abortion she cannot afford
will instead be told by her friends given the widespread news of the NJK’s
‘Aborting Abortion’ Ministry (Link:
http://www.njkproject.info/njk/hc_ministry/worldaid/abortions.html), that she
could carry out the pregnancy to term and then go to a nearby NJK Mission an
have a safe hospital delivery and also be given up to 10% of her country’s GDP
per capita in cash. In fact she will be able to receive part of this award with each
continuing month of her pregnancy. So as with the norm, where there is money
to be made, the news will easily spread.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
I'm guessing you have about two languages to your ability--both
European ones.

Actually also Créole and enough Spanish to be conversant.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
What are you going to do with Asia? Do you realize how many people
in South-east Asia do not speak a word of English or French? ....
[blah blah blah]

Hire local translators.
And that relatedly is also a part of my gripe with the SDA Church. It’s
Capitalistic approach which results in the Regions outside of the USA, indeed
even Canada, being comparatively quite resource poor leading to Spiritual
undernourishment of members impeded the actually simple approach of having
properly educated and trained local missionaries. And so the “saviors” from the
USA have to be sent to these foreign fields and since this is financially too
costly, then the mission work of the Church lags on. And all of these (actually
revolving door) and spiritually cheap conversions in the SDA Church which
loses about 1,300 baptized member per day (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/12/fallacy-of-non-paid-lay-pastoring.html), is
not the way to prepare a people/Church for the quite deceptive end time events.
So that approach will surely result in mass failure.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Would you be able to take on any "disciples," seeing that once you
have some small disagreement with them, they are no longer
permitted to join your organization?

To me, and for my Project that is all that really matters, people who are
dishonest, i.e., who prefer to hide their heads in the sand, ignore facts and are
indifferent to this, and moreover have a super sensitive & touchy, prideful,
“Prima dona” attitude, are the very last people that this project is interested in,
particularly if they are SDA’s. I won’t take time to babysit SDA’s, however I will
have much patience with non-SDA’s who will probably, if only spiritually, form
11/12 of this project in the end. (Rev 7:4-8). The ongoing, and presently
culminating, Sabbatical (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-ofgods-people-part-2-ezekiel-9.html) Sealing (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html) and
ensuing, derived Shaking (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/shakingin-it-biblical-context.html) judgement (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/testimony-to-church-part-1a.html) Work
in the SDA Church does not envision having to many people survive it,
especially from the SDA leadership (Link:

http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/01/gods-whirlwind-judgement-on-sdachurch.html).
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Let's, see...three years so far,

Actually much longer than that: I have been working on this distinct project
since 1999; I began to publicize it, manually, via (by now, ca 15,000) emails to
mainly SDA Churches/Pastors starting in June 2000; my Project’s website has
been up since November 2004; and my blog has been up since June 2008.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
and.......zero, ZERO, converts to your project?

Indeed zero, truly converted and righteous people in the SDA Church (John 3 &
1SM 109-111). It is not my fault if people in the Church, even leaders, are
Biblically indolent, indifferent, illiterate and/or outrightly unrighteous. It is all a
consequence of the systemic dysfunction in the Church which, by God’s
leading, I was able to most tangibly see for myself upon my first arrival at
Andrews in the Fall of 1997.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
How many years will it take you to evangelize the "10-40 window" at
that rate?

Once the project is launched, not long at all.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
I'm not expecting you to answer all of these questions.

Why not?? You really think too highly of yourself compounded by how
uniformed, and by your preference, you are about the actual various aspects of
this project.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
These are just points to ponder.

Nothing ‘deep’ at all. Just more time wasting knee-jerk quibbles.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
I'm sure you have some plan.

Indeed...
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
But at some point, some metacognition about it would be in order.

Already done. Now just trying to win my tangential war against Capitalists
everywhere who are desperately trying to oppose the sure success of those
plan, which indeed will be quite detrimental to their spurious views, lifestyles
and profiting practices.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/22/11 08:01 AM
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
It boils down to this: God is at the helm.

At the helm of His actual Work and Church and individually with people who
can be blessed, but certainly not with any rebellious person or group, as the
Church collectively is.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
God's people number in the thousands.

God is not concerned about quantity, but quality. Many who think themselves as
“God’s person” are just base metal as this Shaking is now clearly revealing.
These in the Church are just following an Adventism that they have fashioned
according to their own humanistic and selfish views and not according to God’s
template.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa

You are not the only one,

Yes I am, look how many people have joined my project... Really what should it
matter to you what I think if this is not God’s will. Considering all the things I
oppose from the SDA Church, I don’t see why you are so ambivalent here. A
house divided can never stand.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
and you have no authority to say who can and who cannot be one of
God's disciples.

For this Project/Ministry which I know to be God’s Remnant Church replacing
Triumphant Movement, I not only have that “authority”, but also the duty to check
who is allowed to join it or not! You all can just keep making such maxim,
peripheral “attacks” but until you begin to substantively engage my project, both
in its Doctrinal/Theological and Full Gospel Ministry aspects, you won’t begin to
“land” any point. You’re just boxing in the air.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
That is God's royal domain.

Hence this derived New Jerusalem Kingdom (= Matt 6:9, 10ff - see website’s
opening page (Link: http://www.njkproject.info).)
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
God's alone it is to lay out the master plan,

If you had studied out this Biblical master plan, stemming back from the days of
OT Israel, as it can be done by studying my blog posts, you would have seen
how it has been traced out in the derived, comprehensive (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/01/four-living-creatures-throughoutbible.html) NJK Project plan.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
to fill the ranks with His own,

That is a most terrible sealing ordeal (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html),
prophetically shown to be done through one person. (Ezek 9) and this time has
come.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
to pour out His Spirit, and to finish His work.

God won’t pour out His Spirit on rebellious people and definitely not this
collectively rebellious Church who prefers to do things according to their own
ways. Doing “rain dances” won’t improve your chances.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
HIS work.

Indeed and thus fully how He wants and expects it to be done by His
(Triumphing) Church Organization.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Yes, we are privileged to participate in God's work.

Privileged yes, but not irreplaceable when you become a cumberer of the
ground of God’s vineyard (Matt 21:33-46; COL 215.2-218.4)
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
God even, generously, will credit us with having done what He did
through us.

Nothing “generous” here as we are always free to obey or disobey God. He
does not “automate” anyone to do His will against their own will. So whatever
He is able to do through us is because we have allowed ourselves to be
capable of being used by Him to this end. So it is actually a meritful crediting,
even with having sought the available fitting grace.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Yet the work is His, and He is at the reins.

And, believe or not, as I was shown (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html#firstvision), He has
long ago done so, starting a need new thing, distinct from His Standing Church
up to then.
Originally Posted By: Green Cochoa
Originally Posted By: SOP PK 499.4
In the annals of human history, the growth of nations, the
rise and fall of empires, appear as if dependent on the will
and prowess of man; the shaping of events seems, to a
great degree, to be determined by his power, ambition, or
caprice. But in the word of God the curtain is drawn aside,
and we behold, above, behind, and through all the play and
counterplay of human interest and power and passions, the
agencies of the All-merciful One, silently, patiently working
out the counsels of His own will.

What does this SOP statement on ‘God’s orchestrating of World History’ have
to do with this present issue of ‘God having already chosen the means by which
his Church in rebellion is to be judged and humbled???’
It is LOL comical, indeed most vividly to me, that you all claim to want to
discuss what I believe, yet when I clearly state what I Biblically and Spiritually
believe, citing Biblical and SOP passages that I know and believe are being
fulfilled by my actions and ministry, on top of referring to exposition on these
beliefs from my blog, you all just childishly cavil into a secularly-minded hole
and prefer to make arguments that completely avoid engaging those Spiritual
issues... as if that changed anything. I just proves that you all cannot really
Biblically defend what you claim to believe. That too is a fulfillment of Bible
prophecy, and indeed typologically reflects the mentality of those, from
especially the leadership, who were opposing Jesus during his Ministry, as if I
can so easily, without any defeating challenge, state, demonstrate and prove
that (1) your Remnant Church has lost its previous standing before God, (2) that
you all are not actually keeping God’s Commandments and (3) what the SOP
prophesied of you will not happened in the literal way as you expect it, given this
prolongation of time (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/unrolling-ofscroll.html), then that all proves my point of systemic Biblical deficiency in the
SDA Church where you cannot Biblically prove what you believe. And you
thought that you were ready for the end where “Mark of the Beast” people would
also so easily exploit all of these holes in your doctrines, practices and
teachings. In fact you all, as it is the status today, would have just morphed into

being a Mark of the Beast (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/03/fullerunderstanding-of-mark-of-beast.html) supporting part of that apostasied and
Satan-headed group. (EW 266-269). So just continue hiding your heads in the
sand. That is really doing wonders for you... adverse prophecies-fulfilling
wonders!!

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/22/11 09:58
AM

NJK, please stop posting on this forum. Your bitter spirit is intolerable. Don't go
away mad - just go away. Please.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/22/11 10:44
AM

PS - You accuse us of not proving from the Bible what we believe to be true;
however, the Lord's Messenger proved it from the Bible in the many books she
wrote. You are in essence disagreeing with the Lord's Messenger.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/22/11 12:17 PM
Originally Posted By: Moutain Man
NJK, please stop posting on this forum. Your bitter spirit is intolerable.
Don't go away mad - just go away. Please.

Are you serious in even thinking you can make such a statement???? Or worse,
that I would even begin to consider obey it. As I told you privately for a similar
statement, ‘You are really full of yourself.’ You glib statements makes you
sound as if you are literally detached from reality here.
Your exegetical incompetence, indifferent and dishonest unbiblical answers,
lack of Spiritual discernment and Spiritual blindness is what is intolerable. (PK
139.3-142.2) But of course, you will never see this of yourself. You just keep on
piling on demonstrative evidence to my inceptive observation about you.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/22/11 12:17 PM
Originally Posted By: Moutain Man
PS - You accuse us of not proving from the Bible what we believe to
be true; however, the Lord's Messenger proved it from the Bible in the
many books she wrote. You are in essence disagreeing with the
Lord's Messenger.

Ohhhh.... Can I post a reply now, or should I just let you make any statement
about me and talk it silently... or again, was that prior statement just another
one of your statement that actually do not mean anything but are just intended
to make you look good.
Where EGW disagrees with what the Bible says, I will continue to point this out.
It is the Final Events halting, failure of the Church that has caused the
prophecies of EGW to be postponed to, at least currently, merely be Spiritually
fulfilled. And you still have not proven what you believe, not what you insist is
Biblically accurate from EGW with the Bible. So focus any energy you want to
expend in this thread on such substantive proving requirement. As much as this
cannot register with you: ‘you just repeating something does not make it the
Truth.’

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/23/11 10:13 AM
To be most clear here, the SOP indeed said that the SDA Church could be
replaced as God’s Remnant Church if there was such a “need” (e.g., 1 SM 179;
LDE 59-62). In fact it is the Sealing (EW 36-38) (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/06/coming-of-sealing-angel.html)-following
Shaking, indeed as in its full Biblical understanding (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/11/shaking-in-it-biblical-context.html), that
produces that Remnant Switch to a new movement that will then have that
responsibility of Fully accomplishing God’s work. So the issue is not at all there.
The issue actually is that I am saying, based upon information (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/my-first-vision.html#firstvision),
observations (Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2010/12/seventh-dayadventists-believe.html) and (prophetic) (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people.html) beliefs
(Link: http://njkproject.blogspot.com/) that there now, and for quite a while, is
such a “need” = Psa 119:126 (Link:
http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/11/sealing-of-gods-people-part-2ezekiel-9.html):
Originally Posted By: SOP 3BC 1153.2-3

Where Will the Church Stand?--It is possible for men to go so far in
wickedness, under continual remonstrance, that God sees that He
must arise and vindicate His honor. Thus it is at the present period of
this earth's history. Crime of every degree is becoming more and
more strikingly manifest. The earth is filled with violence of men
against their fellow-men. {3BC 1153.2}
What position will the church take? Will those who in the past have
had respect for the law of God, be drawn into the current of evil? Will
the almost universal transgression and contempt of the law of God,
darken the spiritual atmosphere of the souls of all alike? Will the
disrespect of the law of God sweep away the protecting barriers?
Because wickedness and lawlessness prevail, is the law of God to be
less highly esteemed? Because it is made void by the great majority
of those living on the earth, shall the few loyal ones become like all
the disloyal, and act as the wicked act? Shall they not rather offer up
the prayer of David, "It is time for thee, Lord, to work: for they have
made void thy law" (MS 15, 1906)? {3BC 1153.3}

Originally Posted By: SOP 5T 135.4-136.1
Ministers and people need the converting power of grace before they
will be able to stand in the day of the Lord. The world is fast
approaching that point in iniquity and human depravity when God's
interference will become necessary. And at that time His professed
followers should be more marked for their fidelity to His holy law.
Their prayer will be as that of David: "It is time for Thee, Lord, to
work: for they have made void Thy law." And by their conduct they
will say: "Therefore I love Thy commandments above gold; yea, above
fine gold." The very contempt that is shown to the law of God is
sufficient reason why His commandment-keeping people should
come to the front and show their esteem and reverence for His
downtrodden law. {5T 135.4}
"And because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax cold."
The very atmosphere is polluted with sin. Soon God's people will be
tested by fiery trials, and the great proportion of those who now
appear to be genuine and true will prove to be base metal. Instead of
being strengthened and confirmed by opposition, threats, and abuse,
they will cowardly take the side of the opposers. The promise is:
"Them that honor Me I will honor." Shall we be less firmly attached to
God's law because the world at large have attempted to make it void?
{5T 136.1}

Originally Posted By: SOP 7BC 981.10-12
It Is Time to Fight!--Let no one yield to temptation and become less
fervent in his attachment to God's law because of the contempt
placed upon it; for that is the very thing that should make us pray with
all our heart and soul and voice, "It is time for thee, Lord, to work:
for they have made void thy law." Therefore, because of the
universal contempt, I will not turn traitor when God will be most
glorified and most honored by my loyalty. {7BC 981.10}
What! shall Seventh-day Adventists relax their devotedness when all
their capabilities and powers should be placed on the Lord's side;
when an unflinching testimony, noble and uplifting, should come from
their lips? "Therefore I love thy commandments above gold; yea,
above fine gold." {7BC 981.11}
When the law of God is most derided and brought into the most
contempt, then it is time for every true follower of Christ, for those
whose hearts have been given to God, and who are fixed to obey
God, to stand unflinchingly for the faith once delivered to the saints.
"Then shall ye return, and discern between the righteous and the
wicked, between him that serveth God and him that serveth him not."
It is time to fight when champions are most needed (RH June 8,
1897). {7BC 981.12}

So the actual pivotal issue here is to show that there is not such a “need”. I.e.,
the current organization of the SDA Church is fully doing Christ’s Gospel
Commission and is not hampering it in any way. And an “indifferent” stance,
especially to the plight of the millions of poor, suffering and dying, even for
“Religious claims” such as a supposedly ‘soon Second Coming’, is neither the
Christlike (e.g., COL 69.1), Righteous (e.g., Matt 25:31-46), nor Biblical (e.g., Isa
58) answer or solution (Luke 10:25-37). As EGW says ‘The tares [in the Church]
represent a class who are the fruit or embodiment of error, of false principles.’
{COL 70.3}’
Again, I Biblically clearly see that the organization that will result after the
Shaking is complete is being set up in the NJK Project, however SDA’s cannot
see this chiefly because they are rejected the Full meaning and implication of
God’s Sabbath (= EW 33.2).

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with
Posted by: Mountain Man
the NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/23/11 11:21
AM

NJK, you quoting the SOP doesn't carry much weight since you reject so much
of what Ellen wrote. Why should we believe you? It's hypocritical to reject her as
unbiblical on the one hand and then cite her as authoritative on the other hand.
You can't have it both ways.

Re: Is God replacing the SDA Church with the Posted by: NJK Project
NJK Project as His end-time Remnant Church? - 07/23/11 03:38 PM
Like usual Mountain Man, you do everything, however unbiblical, to selfjustifying/righteous-ly skirt the substantive issue at hand:
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
NJK, you quoting the SOP doesn't carry much weight since you reject
so much of what Ellen wrote.

That’s Spiritually and factually false, and a straw man and red herring argument.
I only reject the quite small portion of what I don’t see agrees with the Bible.
And it is by her own instruction to make the Bible our final authority. Only you
can’t get your mind to be exegetically judicious.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
Why should we believe you?

Again part of your gross and false exaggeration... what’s the problem here. You
cannot read what I have quoted, which means that I agree with what she said. If
I had instead quoted a passage where she says that they ‘plan of salvation was
setup from eternity’ which is contrary to her own direct revelation on it, but she
evidently never chronologically, accurately understood, by God’s allowance (as
with the Great Disappointment Truth covering up), then you would have made a
Spiritually and factually True statement.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
It's hypocritical

You are a victim of you own willful blinding, false statement and self deception
on this issue. They “play acting” here is entirely on your side.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man

to reject her as unbiblical on the one hand and then cite her as
authoritative on the other hand.

That’s only Biblical as she was not infallible nor spoke “ex cathedra” in every
thing she said. Rather than confront her errors, even the ones she saw and
corrected which showed that she was not infallible, you prefer to attack those
who ‘make the Bible the final arbitrator’. So you are actually an “EGW Christian”
instead of a “Bible Christian”. Any “authority” is only valid when it is based on
Truth. Otherwise it is a tyranny and you are part of a cult. (cf. Acts 17:11)
In fact, my view considers EGW more authoritative than yours because I am
setting out to observe all of her counsels, which include those on Isa 58 (e.g.,
Welfare Ministry 28-65ff), while you just prefer to ignore them. Furthermore, you
think that if one does so, as I am endeavoring to do, then all of her Final Events
prophecies will come to naught, while my view fully, not only see that they
probably will still have a most literal application in the end, if that is what the
circumstances then require, but they are currently being, at the very least, being
Spiritually fulfilled, except for prophecies dealing with the SDA Church (i.e., The
Sealing & the Shaking). You are the one who is quite Spiritually, Biblically and
Prophetically ignorant of these applicable development. Sleep on....
And if those circumstances in the end make it so, they may indeed not need to
be literally fulfilled (Jer 18:1-10ff) and their only needed fulfillment would have
been in their current, more Spiritual application, as this NJK movement would
have come to complete God’s will on Earth. Indeed just like the Second Coming
could have occurred in ca. 1850 and then ca. 1888 and time did not have to
extend to 2011+. Yet human nature being what it is, especially when all is going
well and much time has passed, that is probably unlikely.
Originally Posted By: Mountain Man
You can't have it both ways.

That’s right, but not how you maliciously, mindlessly intended it. According to
the Bible, (e.g, 1 Thess 5:19-21) one is to accept what is Biblical and reject
what is not, from even a prophetic utterance.
I suggest you stop trying to understand me according to you “limited” knowledge
and reasoning and actually, accurately and thoroughly engage what I said. So
keep such false statements to yourself. You are only playing, action-for-action,
the typical part of the ‘non-noble minded’ people in Acts 17:5-8 (contra vs. 11).

The following is a rconstruction of the rest of that Forum thread discussion from my
posting records as I did not make a copy of these final posts before the thread was entirely
deleted. In some cases, the statement of the opposing poster was not copied by me. A
recollecting summary of what their main comment was is given in the highlighted brackets.
[The available email copy of their comments has since been included in bold]
July 25, 2011
[Reply to Mountain Man: ‘You have a problem with EGW, not me!’]
Ellen has already proven everything I believe from the Bible. You are disagreeing with her
- NOT ME!!!! Leave me out of this and address Ellen. I agree with her.
When you misapply and misinterpret EGW then, I have a disagreement with you pointedly. And
when I have a difference with EGW then I do clearly say that I am disagreeing with her in those
points that contradict the Bible. Furthermore, you are the one who ‘came to her defense’, and
moreover you are the one who started this thread to question/oppose my view, whatever your
ever changing intention was/is. I have been questioning your, non-pejoratively stated: ‘sanity’
lately, based on the sudden observable change in your recent responses after an absence on your
part. Seems to me you are not being rational, at all, anymore!! Indeed your spurious, illogical and
gas-lighting comments make no common sense to me at all, let alone, Biblical sense. Drunk with
pride??
July 26, 2011
[Reply to Mountain Man: ‘Claim of my disagreement with the SOP (i.e., vs. EGW’s own
understandings)’]
Pride? Yes, I am very proud of what Jesus has shared with the SDA Church through the
Spirit of Prophesy (Ellen White). Without this solid anchor I couldn't be so confident in the
truths that make up the SDA Church. Nor could I so readily detect false teachers. I pity the
people who disagree with the truths contained in the SOP.
So... (leaving many things unresponded to in what you have subjectively, conflatedly blurted out
here)... then, you fully agree that we, including the Church should be seeking to full do meet the
needs of those in vital need as God/Jesus/the Bible teach (e.g., Isa 58, Matt 25:31-46) which
EGW fully endorsed and recommended (e.g., WM 28-65ff)??
And the Spirit of Prophecy did not end with EGW. To think so is to make the same error as those
during the reformation. God will continue to speak to new developments in His Church and with
His People by whichever means He has appointed. You just need to learn how to
[u]Biblically[/u] test a message. The ‘if EGW did not say it’, (which she actually both did say it,
even if by deliberately and knowing leaving the possibility for it to be understood’), does not
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begin to be the Biblical approach or answer.
July 28, 2011
[Response to Daryl F: Inclusively quoting Mar 216.7 & 217.6 which mention the name
“Seventh-day Adventist” during the prophecying of final events]
NJK Project,
Please read the following from EGW, especially the bolded and underlined parts of the two
texts below:
[Mar 216.1-216.7 & 217.1-217.7 quoted]
This clearly shows that the SDA Church will be the organization right to the 2nd Coming
of Jesus Christ, which refutes your claim that the SDA Church will be replaced by another
organization.
I can see the reasoning in your conclusion jump here, however that is actually, Spirituallyspeaking, very [u]shallow[/u] way of looking at this issue, as there is indeed much more involved
than a name. To me this all typologically replays the situation with the 1st Century Jews who
claimed that they were God’s chosen people simply because they were ‘in the right lineage and
nation’. However God clearly showed that the name “Israel” (= Seventh-day Adventist) was a
spiritual name and applied to people who actually did what that name [u]fully[/u] entailed.
There is also the issue, as I have said before, that they tangibly is this need for a new organization
as there is a systemic and most deeply entrenched, indeed to virtually every member, hindrance to
accomplishing God’s Full Gospel Commission. Like I said before, if you don’t think that is the
case, just seek to get the Church leaders or members to live according to simply by Isa 58 and
Matt 25:31-46, which are both binding and destiny determinative end time mandates.
There are also several other issues in relation to those EGW statements such as:
-the application of the Jer 18:1-13 ‘change of mind’ principles, however one would first need to
Biblically understand the doctrine on
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html]‘God and the
Future’[/url] to see and understand that God can radically alter what He had prophetically said
before if future circumstances require it, as they indeed do today.
-that organization replacement issue was not a “needed” [u]present truth[/u] for EGW as there
was not such a need then
-Not that it Spiritually affects my deeper understanding on who actually is God’s people, but your
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quotings from the 1976 Devotional compilation Maranatha are respectively from: Mar 216.1-7 =
RH, July 16, [b]1901[/b] & Mar 217.1-7 = RH, August 22, [b]1893[/b]. As I understand it in
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2011/01/gods-whirlwind-judgement-on-sda-church.html]this
1908 Judgement vision[/url], which mirrors
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/testimony-to-church-part-1a.html]Rev 11[/url],
EGW had a radical view shift as to what the future of the SDA Church will be, to the point where
she was shown that “There was not a Seventh-day Adventist to be seen”. I understand this to be
depictive of the virtual, if not literal, dissolution of the present Remnant (SDA) Church
Organization, at least in their standing before God, and that prophesy is indeed being fulfilled
today in, at least, its Spiritual aspect.
Like God’s True Israel, the true “Chosen People of God” are those who are actually and fully
‘keeping God’s Commandments and the Faith of Jesus’ and thus they will continue to be guided
and blessed with the testimony of Jesus, even in the present. Ironically enough, present SDA’s
are only looking to the future for the fulfillment of the SOP’s final events prophecies, while, as
various documented on my blog, they, like postponed and transposed OT Prophecies, are being at
the very least, Spiritually fulfilled in the very present.
My Theological understanding is that what was shown to EGW as literal Final Events
prophecies, which actually should been fulfilled during her lifetime by 1903 and at the most
extreme, ca. 1996, we “a Plan” that God had to wrap up this GC. However since that planned
was foiled by the unbelief and unfaithfulness of God’s people, in at least three specific era’s, then
God Plan-A, which was His original plan will indeed be carried out. And that involves, as shown
in EW a literal period of Jubilee
This matter is much more than just a (trademarked) name. Indeed because of this trademark, no
one can ever apply the name “Seventh-day Adventist” to any other organization, even one that is
far more Biblical than the SDA Church, and so, with this similar shallow ‘denominational name
[i]per se[/i] argument’ that you have brought out, it can be seen as many in the Church, who are
not looking at this issue in its much deeper and determinative Spiritual aspects, will staunchly
remain in this organization simply because it will continue to always and exclusively have this
name.
Most likely, if that name was not trademarked, many other organizations, (including probably the
NJK Project), would have taken up the exact same name. That is indeed what led to the move to
trademark it. I am sure OT Israel wished it had that legal recourse to prevent God’s New Spiritual
Israel from arising and being established. Good Luck. God is, LOL, surely not limited by any
trademarked name to accomplish His work on any organization that will actually and fully be
doing his will (LDE 59-62).
July 30, 2011
[Response to Green Cochoa quoting 2SM 63.2-3 = Letter 16 (1893)]
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Originally Posted By: NJK Project
...-that organization replacement issue was not a “needed” present truth for EGW as there was
not such a need then...
You are, in so many words, saying that Mrs. White was not given the full picture by God of
what would take place after her time. However, for her to say...
Originally Posted By: Ellen White
I know that the Lord loves His church. It is not to be disorganized or broken up into
independent atoms. There is not the least consistency in this; there is not the least evidence
that such a thing will be. Those who shall heed this false message and try to leaven others
will be deceived and prepared to receive advanced delusions, and they will come to nought.
{Mar 203.3}

...implies that she did indeed speak of the church all the way to the end of time. Those
words "It is not to be disorganized or broken up..." are prophetic, and take us all the way
to the close of earth's history. That, my friend, is solid. You can take that to the bank.
Those who speak otherwise, in those same words of Mrs. White, "will be deceived and
prepared to receive advanced delusions." Furthermore, "they will come to nought."
Let us not think it, then, a light matter whether we stay with the church or not! It is very
serious. Satan is playing his game, with human souls as his pawns, for keeps. There are no
do-overs. Once the game is ended, it is final.
May we guard well our steps, and "work out [our] own salvation with fear and trembling."
(Philippians 2:12)
Blessings,
Green Cochoa.
If anyone is really interested in being fully obedient to [u]Jesus Christ[/u], and follow Him
wherever He leads (Rev 14:4b) they will readily and clearly see what organization is truly His.
You all just patently & stubbornly/indifferently prefer to have the one-sided and thus
unexegetical approach understanding any issue.
Simple answer to your statements LDE 59.1-60.2 two opposing [b]1903[/b] statements for that
(Letter 16) 1893 quote of yours (e.g., 2SM 68.3).
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EGW “knowledge”, even Spiritual knowledge, as several examples indicate, which here seems
merely “according to her assumption/knowledge’
([url=http://www.maritime-sda-online.com/forums/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=134
871#Post134871]1 Cor 7:6, 25[/url]) was also not infallible, inerrant and exhaustive. Just ask.
e.g., the prophets Samuel (1 Sam 16:6, 7) and Nathan (2 Sam 7:1-17) who also thought they
“knew” “God’s sure will” for His People. God is not even bound by even what He had promised.
(Jer 18:1-10ff). That’s just the Biblically incontrovertible fact. So let the Church insist to
continue on its wayward course and see if LDE 59.1-60.2 (1903) + 60.3-61.1, (among other such
Bible/SOP warnings), will not be fulfilled to the [u]letter[/u].
P.S. I need to send you Rick H and Daryl Fawcett a PM so do unlock my PM within the next 24
hours or else, for solely legally due notification reasons, it will be publicly posted, -in the
Welcome section of this Forum Section.

July 30, 2011
[Response to Green Cochoa unexegtically, spuriously citing Mal 3:6 & Num 23:19 as a
warning of me venturing on dangerous grounds by saying that God “changes His mind” (as
Jer 18:1-10 states)]
Originally Posted By: NJK Project
“God is not even bound by even what He had promised.”
Say what?
Numbers 23:19. Malachi 3:6.
You are treading a dangerous path, my friend. May you awaken before it leads you much
farther.
Blessings,
Green Cochoa.
Why don’t you save your disparaging, slanderous/libelling insinuative commentary against me
until you actually exegetically study out your claims. You only are responsible for your patent
(non-exegetical) misunderstandings here.... not me, in [u]any[/u] way. Comparatively, just try
assaulting someone because you thought they were going to say an insult to you and see if that
“excuse” still does not get you convicted. (Indeed also just a [i]free[/i] [u]warning[/u]!)
Succinctly said, as detailed in my forthcoming
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html]book in the
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subject[/url] exegetically speaking, understanding the statement in Num 23:19, which involves
the same “change of mind” expression as in Jer 18:8, 10; involves: ‘God who, for reasons
dependent upon Himself, thus “fickle reasons”, does not ‘“change his mind” as men easily do’.
As already posted
[url=http://njkproject.blogspot.com/2009/10/book-preview-god-all-mighty.html?showComment=
1282802292458#c3203945873578323351]here[/url] Mal 3:6 speaks of ‘God not putting on an
act or disguise to get out of a situation.’ So a just God will not ‘“pretend” to be unjust and
indifferent to sin/rebellion, but will, as customary, alter any previously stated promise in order to
justly deal with the (sudden) manifestation of that sin/rebellion.’ (Cf. 1 Sam 15:10-35).
Of course, as typical of you all, you just indifferently, outrightly ignore what you have no answer
to/for; yet still claim/think that you are right.
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